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Abstract

This paper examines the effect of startups’ ESG characteristics on investors’ decisions by employing an incen-

tivized resume rating experiment with real US venture capitalists and matching investors with data on their involved

deals. Investors need to evaluate multiple hypothetical startup profiles with randomized startup missions (impact

ventures vs. profit-driven ventures), which they know to be hypothetical, in order to be matched with their preferred

real startups in the collaborating incubators. I find the following main results: (i) aiming for environmental and

social impact causally lowers investors’ expectations in the startup’s quality, hence reducing profit-driven investors’

interest in contacting and investing in the startup. This effect mainly exists when investors evaluate attractive

startups, emphasizing the importance of implementing high-stake experiments. (ii) Investors pay more attention

when evaluating attractive impact ventures, suggesting the existence of taste-driven preference towards impact

investing. (iii) Sorting may happen as impact (profit-driven) investors expect impact ventures to be more (less)

likely to collaborate with them. (iv) The negative ESG effect is more salient for startups with white male founders

and less educated founders. (v) Impact ventures are correlated with better fundraising and business performance

during the one year period after the experiment, indicating that investors may over-reject impact ventures due to

inaccurate beliefs. Experimental evidence shows that there is still space to improve impact investing in the US

private equity market.
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1 Introduction

Impact Investment, an investment discipline targeting positive environmental, social, and governance (ESG) impact,

has recently entered the mainstream and attracted huge attention from practitioners, policymakers, and researchers

(Bialkowski and Starks (2016), Hong, Wang and Yang (2021)).1 According to Morningstar, ESG funds captured $51.1

billion of net new money from investors in 2020 and reached their fifth consecutive annual record.2 Among various

asset classes in the impact investing landscape, the private market attracts the most allocated impact investing capital,

accounting for 38% of the total AUM. Private equity is the most popular asset class considered by impact investors

based on the GIIN 2020 Annual Impact Investor Survey.3 Not surprisingly, the venture capital industry is considered

to be one of the key driving forces of this process by fostering impact ventures with their expertise and capital.4 While

the media often promote various benefits of transforming into an impact venture, such as lower cost of capital and

higher profitability,5 this “doing well by doing good” thesis in the entrepreneurial financing setting often stems from

anecdotal evidence and struggles to comply with the recently documented lower financial returns of impact VC funds

(Barber, Morse and Yasuda (2020), Kovner and Lerner (2015)). Despite the importance of understanding investors’

ESG preferences in the private market, relevant empirical causal evidence is scarce.6 This stands in sharp contrast to

the recent rich evidence on testing investors’ ESG preferences in the public market, which mainly focuses on retailer

investors or institutional investors from mutual funds and pension funds (Bauer, Ruof and Smeets (2021), Anderson

and Robinson (2020a), Anderson and Robinson (2020b), etc.). Therefore, this paper aims to fill the gap by providing

the first experimental evidence of venture capitalists’ ESG preferences.

Venture capitalists’ entrepreneurial investment process has several distinct features compared to trading stocks in the

secondary market. These distinctions might lead to different portfolio selection criteria and motivations behind VCs’

impact investment strategies. First and foremost, startups are normally more financially-constrained than publicly-

listed companies. Based on the theoretical framework developed by Hong, Kubik and Scheinkman (2012), financially

constrained firms can rationally spend less capital on corporate goodness due to the associated cost compared to

financially unconstrained firms. Their empirical evidence also supports the “doing good after doing well” hypothesis.

Therefore, the documented ESG companies’ better financial performance and robustness during economic hardship

1ESG preferences, sustainable investment preferences, and impact investing preferences are used interchangeably in this paper.
2See “Money invested in ESG funds more than doubles in a year” CNBC News.
3See Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) 2020 Annual Impact Investor Survey.
4“Impact ventures” generally refer to startups that apply groundbreaking technologies to solve difficult environmental and social chal-

lenges.
5The argument of better financial performance of impact ventures, such as green or social startups, generally rely on the assumption

that both consumers and investors opt for brands and startups that respect social and environmental issues. Other suggested benefits
may encompass top talent acquisition, improved social image, and reputations, etc. See “ESG Investing in 2021: The Ultimate Guide for
Startups”.

6Zhang (2020b) finds that impact funds are more likely to open female founders’ cold call pitch emails compared to profit-driven funds,
suggesting that impact investors care more about the diversity issues in the entrepreneurial community.
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(Lins, Servaes and Tamayo (2017), Hartzmark and Sussman (2019), Kempf and Osthoff (2007), Edmans (2011)) in

the stock market may not be generalized to the primary market. Second, the entrepreneurial financing process is es-

sentially a two-sided matching process with more information asymmetry issues (Sørensen (2007)). Therefore, sorting

and related strategic thinking might affect investors’ decisions. For example, if profit-driven investors expect impact

ventures to opt for impact funds, they may strategically prefer pure profit-driven ventures due to higher approacha-

bility in the pre-investment screening stage (Zhang (2020c)). This strategic mechanism may serve as a new channel to

explain investors’ socially responsible investment preferences in the private equity market and other financial settings

where sorting exists (Chang, Gomez and Hong (2021), Chen and Song (2013), etc).

Identifying venture capitalists’ ESG preference and its nature is challenging due to data limitations, lack of exogenous

variations, and measurement issues of ESG characteristics. First, the problem of endogeneity is always a serious

concern.7 Standard databases generally only record completed deals and lack important confidential information of

a startup (i.e., trade secrets, founders’ personalities, etc.) that is correlated with the startup’s performance but only

observable to investors. This leads to the omitted variable bias problem. Moreover, the matching nature of the en-

trepreneurial financing process between investors and startups is another serious confounder for eliciting investors’

preferences when researchers only observe matched equilibrium outcomes. Nonetheless, natural experimental settings

providing exogenous variations are rarely available to address these endogeneity issues. Second, measurement issues

can also hinder the progress of empirical work on sustainable finance despite the recent efforts in creating new ESG

measurements (see Zhang (2020a)). Lastly, investors’ beliefs or tastes are not directly observed in the mainstream

databases, which poses extra challenges to disentangle various confounding mechanisms and identify the nature of

investors’ preferences.

To solve the identification challenges above, this paper implements an incentivized resume rating (IRR) experiment

with real US venture capitalists following the recent experimental paradigm created by Kessler, Low and Sullivan

(2019). To implement this experiment, I work with a few real accelerators closely connected to prestigious universi-

ties. We develop a “Nano-Search Financing Tool,” essentially a machine learning matching tool, to help better match

US venture capitalists and the startups in these accelerators. The US venture capitalists were invited to try this

tool by evaluating multiple hypothetical startup profiles with randomized startup characteristics, including the ESG

characteristics (i.e., impact ventures vs. profit-driven ventures). Basically, some randomly generated startup profiles

emphasize that the startup aims for positive environmental and social impact while other randomly generated profiles

emphasize the mission of maximizing their profitability.8 To identify the nature of these ESG preferences, investors

7For detailed discussions, see Ewens and Townsend (2020), Bernstein, Korteweg and Laws (2017)
8Corporate governance has been documented to have a causal impact on firms’ financial performance. Therefore, this paper only focuses

on companies’ environmental and social impact.
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need to indicate their investment interest and evaluate multiple dimensions of each startup profile (i.e., quality, ap-

proachability, and risk).

To elicit investors’ true preferences, this IRR experiment provides the following two incentives that can increase the

stakes involved in this experiment. The first incentive is a “matching incentive,” which is provided to all the partici-

pates (Kessler et al. (2019)). Despite knowing all the profiles are hypothetical, investors are still willing to provide their

true preferences to match their preferred real startups from these incubators. The second incentive is a “monetary

incentive,” which is provided to randomly selected investors (Armona, Fuster and Zafar (2019)). This incentive mimics

how investing startups generates financial returns and elicits investors’ expectations in startups’ future profitability

by providing more financial awards to investors with more accurate judgments. Both incentives guarantee that the

more truthfully investors reveal their investment preferences, the more benefits they obtain from participating in this

experiment. Therefore, providing honest evaluations becomes the dominant strategy compared to distorting the eval-

uations for rational investors.

Experimental results provide the following main findings. First, aiming for environmental and social impact causally

lowers profit-driven investors’ interest in a startup. This preference is mainly driven by the expectation of lower future

profitability of impact ventures. Interestingly, impact investors also do not believe in the higher profitability of impact

ventures. Nonetheless, this belief does not reduce their interest in contacting and investing in impact ventures, which

supports the non-pecuniary motivations of impact investing. Furthermore, investors pay more attention when evalu-

ating high-quality impact ventures. Second, sorting may exist. Impact investors expect impact ventures to be more

likely to approach and collaborate with them. Hence, impact ventures demonstrate a higher availability to impact

funds. On the contrary, profit-driven investors implicitly believe that impact ventures are less likely to collaborate

with them and demonstrate a lower availability to them. Third, the negative ESG effect mainly exists when investors

evaluate startups with white male founders and less educated founders. This effect is very limited for startups with

minority founders and well-educated founders.9

Furthermore, the distributional effect analysis shows that the direction and magnitude of investors’ ESG preferences

can potentially vary across the startup’s quality.10 Investors are more biased against impact ventures either explicitly

or implicitly when evaluating relatively high-quality startups. However, this preference is not salient when evaluating

relatively low-quality startups. Specifically, when assessing the least attractive startups, investors are even slightly im-

9“Minority founders” in this paper refers to founders who are not white male founders.
10In the discrimination literature, Lundberg and Startz (1983), Neumark (2012), and Heckman (1998) point out that the magnitude

and direction of evaluators’ preferences based on candidates’ group membership can vary across the distribution of candidates’ ability or
quality.
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plicitly biased towards impact ventures. A similar “preference reversion” pattern is also discovered in Zhang (2020b),

which shows that investors are more friendly to minority founders when stakes are low, but are biased against them

when stakes are high.

This distributional effect is consistent with Camerer and Hogarth (1999), which emphasizes the importance of high-

stake experiments when eliciting investors’ socially sensitive behaviors. By reviewing 74 experiments with no, low,

or high performance-based financial incentives, Camerer and Hogarth (1999) finds that in low-stake situations (i.e.,

incentives are low), subjects behave in an overly socially-desirable way than they actually are. However, in high-stake

situations (i.e., incentives are high), subjects behave more realistically. Similarly, in this experiment, since investors

expect the algorithm to recommend the matched high-quality startups to them, evaluating high-quality startups in-

volves more stakes. The increased stake enables the researcher to elicit a more realistic but less pro-social preference

from investors. It should be noted that unincentivized or weakly incentivized field studies, such as experiments or

surveys, may overestimate investors’ advocate for sustainable investment.11

To test the accuracy of investors’ expectations in impact ventures’ financial performances, I further check how impact

ventures perform during the one year period after this experiment. Interestingly, between 2020/07/31-2021/07/31,

impact ventures have roughly 3% more likelihood to raise new funding from the venture capital industry and have

roughly 2% less likelihood to go out of business in the world. The outperformance of impact ventures is even more

salient in the US, with about 4% more likelihood to raise next round funding and 2.5% less likelihood to go bankrupt.

However, impact ventures are not significantly correlated with more successful exit rates through IPO/Acquisition due

to lack of power. To sum up, this short-term outperformance of impact ventures indicates that venture capitalists may

over-reject potentially profitable impact ventures in the VC industry.

As each participant’s identity is observable, I can further link each subject to their VC funds’ or VC companies’

investment decisions recorded by Pitchbook.12 This enables the exploration of the relationship between participants’

self-reported information in the experiment and participants’ real-world investment behaviors. Investors, who are

classified as impact investors based on their self-reported information, are indeed significantly associated with more

real-world impact investing behaviors based on their VC companies’ documented investment portfolios or claimed

investment philosophies on their official websites. Although IRR experiment typically does not generate real economic

11Due to the feasibility of implementing natural field experiments in the financial settings, many researchers have to choose a low-stake
experimental design. This experimental work still generates great value. However, it is crucial to complement the results of weakly
incentivized experiments with subjects’ real world behaviors in order to mitigate the “self-presentation” concern when testing socially
sensitive behaviors.

12Riedl and Smeets (2017) also links Dutch investors’ administrative data to their survey responses and behavior in a trust game to
understand why investors hold socially responsible mutual funds.
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outcomes, this positive correlation between self-reported information and investors’ real world decisions helps to miti-

gate this issue.

This paper contributes to the following four trands of literature. First, papers on sustainable investment or socially

responsible investment (SRI) have recently sprung up, especially those exploiting experimental methods to examine

investors’ social preferences. Most of these (experimental) papers mainly focus on the European market with investors

from mutual funds, pension funds, bankers or retailer investors (Bauer et al. (2021), Brodback, Guenster and Mezger

(2019), Duchêne, Nguyen-Huu, Dubois and Willinger (2021), Riedl and Smeets (2017), Heeb, Kölbel, Paetzold and

Zeisberger (2021)).13 This paper fills the gap by studying the US private market with real venture capitalists.

The paper also joins the debate in the corporate social responsibility (CSR) literature. The influential thesis “Doing

Well by Doing Good,” rationalized by rich theories, often argues that corporate social responsibility might create

value (Hong and Liskovich (2015)). However, recent empirical evidence challenges this profit angle to sustainability

(Hong and Kacperczyk (2009), Krüger (2015), Cheng, Hong and Shue (2013), Colonnelli and Gormsen (2020)). Specif-

ically, Hong et al. (2012) supports the “Doing Well After Doing Good” thesis by showing corporate goodness is not

a free lunch and can be sensitive to financial constraints. This paper is consistent with their theoretical prediction,

proving that aiming for ESG causally reduces VC professionals’ expectations in the financial performances of a startup.

Furthermore, the paper contributes to the experimental literature by emphasizing the importance of increasing stakes

when studying socially sensitive behaviors. Camerer and Hogarth (1999) finds that experiment subjects behave in a

more pro-social way in weakly incentivized experimental settings due to the “presentation effect”. Zhang (2020b) also

shows that the direction of implicit gender and race bias can reverse depending on contexts and stakes. This paper

documents similar phenomenon when eliciting investors’ socially responsible investment preferences.

Lastly, this paper contributes to the burgeoning entrepreneurial finance literature by proving the causal impact of

startups’ ESG characteristics on VC’s investment interest. Systematic evidence on the selection process of early-stage

investors is relatively scarce compared to the rich evidence on investors’ strategies in the secondary market. Bernstein

et al. (2017) provides the first experimental evidence of the causal impact of startup characteristics on VC investor

decisions by demonstrating the importance of founders’ human capital (i.e., educational background). Zhang (2020c)

extends this literature by proving the causal impact of multiple other startup characteristics, including both human

capital characteristics and other nonhuman asset characteristics. Ewens and Townsend (2020), Gornall and Strebulaev

13Other relevant papers on the same topic with Mturk workers or students include: Bonnefon, Landier, Sastry and Thesmar (2019), Chew
and Li (2021), Brodback, Günster and Pouget (2020), and etc. Papers exploring factors affecting investors’ impact investment preferences
include: Hong and Kostovetsky (2012), and etc.
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(2020), and Zhang (2020b) investigate the influence of founders’ gender and race on US early-stage investors’ decisions.

Given the rising attention in sustainable finance and corporate social responsibility, it is imperative to examine how

venture capitalists evaluate startups’ ESG characteristics.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the IRR experimental design and implementation details. Section

3 analyzes investors’ evaluations of startup ESG-related characteristics. Section 4 tests the accuracy of investors’

expectations of impact ventures’ performances by comparing the performance of impact ventures and profit-driven

ventures during the one year period after the experiment. Section 5 concludes.

2 Incentivized Resume Rating Experimental Design

The Incentivized Resume Rating (IRR) experiment is a recent experimental paradigm created by Kessler et al. (2019)

to study discrimination more ethically.14 Unlike conventional lab experiments with real investors, the IRR experiment

requires researchers to provide an experimental environment that closely mimics the real-world context (i.e., field

context).15 The only difference between the IRR experiment and the conventional natural field experiment is that

subjects are informed of this experiment’s research nature and can obtain real benefits from their participation. Similar

to discriminatory preference, investors’ ESG preference is also a sensitive preference. Without high stakes involved,

people have the motivation to tilt their claimed preferences in favor of supporting ESG to create positive social or

self-images. This concern generally leads to the over-estimation of any pro-social preferences using a traditionally

unincentivized survey method, as pointed out by Bauer et al. (2021). Given the similarities between discriminatory

preference and ESG preference, this paper applies the IRR experimental method to elicit venture capitalists’ ESG

preferences.

To implement the IRR experiment, I collaborate with a few incubators and develope a “Nano-Search Financing Tool,”

which is essentially a machine learning algorithm-based matching tool helping investors to seek investment opportu-

nities. When trying this tool, investors need to evaluate multiple randomly generated startup profiles following the

Crunchbase format. Investors know that all the profiles are hypothetical. However, they are willing to reveal their

true preferences to match their preferred startups in our incubators and maximize their potential financial awards.

14Based on the definition of the field experiment in Carpenter, Harrison and List (2005), the IRR experiment is a typical framed field
experiment. Some experimenters also call it a type of “lab-in-the-field” experiment, which provides a clean experimental environment as the
lab experiment does, except that subjects belong to nonstandard subject pools. In this paper, the subjects are real U.S. venture capitalists.

15Carpenter, Connolly and Myers (2008) documents that lab experiment results with college students cannot be generalized to community
members, confirming the importance of recruiting real financial professionals.
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This experimental setting closely mimics the real world as developing data-driven methods to help investors identify

great deals is not special in the venture capital industry. For example, Techstars, Social+ Capital and Citylight

Capital have all done extensive work on developing machine learning algorithms to facilitate their deal sourcing pro-

cess.16 Considering that some startup characteristics, such as the founders’ personalities, are hard to quantify fully,

these data-driven methods are commonly used in the pre-selection stage before investors start their face-to-face due

diligence process. Therefore, this experiment mainly captures investors’ preferences in the pre-selection stage rather

than in a later communication stage.17

2.1 Recruitment Process and Sample Selection

The IRR experiment was implemented between 03/2020 and 09/2020 through online recruitment methods. I sent in-

vitation emails and instruction posters to the 15000+ US venture capitalists, whose information is collected by Zhang

(2020b) (see Appendix B Figure B15 and Figure B16 for the recruitment emails, Figure B17 and Figure B18 for the

instruction posters). Similar to Kessler et al. (2019), both the recruitment emails and posters emphasize the matching

purpose of this tool. Nonetheless, I also notify them that their anonymized data are used for studying investors’

preferences for different startups’ characteristics as required by Columbia IRB. In total, 69 venture capitalists from 68

different VC funds participate in this experiment, providing 1216 startup profile evaluation results.18 The number of

recruited experimental participants is comparable with Kessler et al. (2019).

The response rate of this IRR experiment is roughly 0.5%, potentially leading to the classical sample selection bias

problem during the experiment recruitment process. Table 1 summarizes the observed background information of all

the recruited investors. Panel A shows that investors’ interested sectors are very diverse and representative, covering

all the major industries that VC investors focus on. Panel B shows that most recruited investors (67.1%) focus on the

Seed Stage. Panel C shows that the sample investors are representative in terms of gender, with 20% female investors.

This is consistent with the NVCA 2019 VC report. However, 42% of investors are from minority groups (i.e., Asian,

Hispanic, African, etc.), which is higher than the percentage of minority investors in the US. Furthermore, 86% of

recruited investors are in senior positions as their contact information is more available in existing databases. Roughly

17% of investors explicitly claim that their investment strategies involve ESG criteria or their sectors of interest are

typical ESG sectors, such as Clean Energy. Panel E shows that our sample investors are more likely to come from

16See “Using Machine Learning In Venture Capital”
17Kanze, Huang, Conley and Higgins (2018) and Hu and Ma (2020) provide some insights on investors’ behaviors in the communication

stage.
18At the beginning of the study, each investor evaluates 32 profiles, and 6 investors finished the 32-profile version of the evaluation task.

However, to recruit more investors, later participants only need to evaluate 16 profiles. One investor participated twice for different funds.
Results are similar after removing the first 6 investors.
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larger VC funds.19 The average asset under management (AUM) of the VC funds is $547.46 million, which is larger

than the average AUM of $444.44 million in 2019 based on the NVCA survey.

Sample selection bias can also arise for unobservable reasons. For example, recruited investors are likely to be more

active during the recession. The incentive of the experiment is to provide investors with extra investment opportuni-

ties. Therefore, investors who have shifted to the “survival mode” usually choose not to participate in this research.20

Moreover, participants might be more pro-social as they are willing to help academic research studies. They can also

be more interested in the application of data-driven methods in facilitating VCs deal flows. Such sample selection bias

does not hurt the experiment’s internal validity. Yet, it implies that it is important to implement more experiments

in different settings in order to check the external validity.

2.2 Survey Tool Structure

The detailed experimental design is the same as Zhang (2020b) and Zhang (2020c). Basically, investors who are

interested in this machine learning matching tool will open the survey link inserted in the recruitment email. The

tool contains two sections. After reading the consent form, investors enter the profile evaluation section (i.e., the

IRR experiment section) to evaluate profiles. They also need to answer several background questions. The second

section contains a dictator game, which is not discussed in this paper. Figure 3 provides the experiment flowchart

that demonstrates the tool’s structure. Given the focus of this paper, I will mainly discuss the IRR experiment, which

generates the main results about investors’ ESG preferences.

A. Consent Form and Instruction Page

Both consent forms and recruitment emails invite investors to “try a matching tool that helps identify matched star-

tups.” “Using the anonymized data” for research purposes is framed as secondary. To help investors understand the

incentive structure, an extra instruction page was provided that emphasized “the more accurately they reveal their

preferences, the better outcomes the matching algorithm will generate (and the more financial returns that the lottery

winner will obtain).” Importantly, when elaborating the research purpose, I avoid explicitly mentioning the purpose

of eliciting investors’ ESG preferences.

19However, it should be noted that some funds’ financial performance information, such as AUM or exits, is not available online. If these
funds are generally small VC funds, then the average fund size in our sample can be lower than the number in Panel E.

20During the COVID-19 recession, many VC companies focus on helping existing portfolio companies to “survive” rather than “purchas-
ing” new undervalued startups. This is consistent with the observed larger fund size in the sample.
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Furthermore, all the participants were asked to assume that the generated startups are in their industries and stages

of interest to pass the “quality/disqualify test”.21 One can also design separate startup profiles with more customized

business models for investors from different industries. I choose this simple method because the market climate changes

very quickly during the pandemic. It is hard to predict the background of recruited investors and which business mod-

els still work when implementing the experiment.

B. Profile Evaluation Section

B.1 Profile Creation and Variation

The IRR experiment essentially follows the factorial experimental design, which dynamically varies multiple startup

characteristics simultaneously and independently.22 The variable of interest in this paper is the startup’s mission (i.e.,

impact ventures or profit-driven ventures). Other randomized variables can provide quality variations, enabling the

distributional analysis in Section 3.

To create relatively realistic profiles, I make the following efforts. First, the format tries to mimic the Crunchbase

format by emphasizing the key elements of a startup.23 Some investors, like Plug and Play Tech Centers, sometimes

go to these public platforms to seek penitential deals that fit their portfolios. However, these platforms only provide

publicly available information, and this experiment mainly captures the pre-selection stage. Therefore, I only include

the publicly available startup characteristics and avoid other interesting private characteristics, such as the proposed

contract details or various requirements of the ownership and control rights. Moreover, the wording describing startup

founders’ experiences is all extracted from real founders’ biographies.

Manipulating Startup’s ESG Characteristics. To randomize the company’s ESG characteristics, I introduce a

startup characteristic called “Mission”. This variable indicates whether the startup is a profit-driven venture or an

impact venture. Startups often list this information on their Crunchbase profiles. I randomly assign the following

wording to each generated startup’s “mission”: “Besides financial gains, also care about the social and environmental

impact” (i.e., impact ventures), “For profit” (i.e., profit-driven ventures), and “For profit, consider IPO within 5 years”

21Venture capitalists only invest in their interested sectors or stages. Before entering the later stage evaluation or communication.
The test, as a quick decision-making exercise, is based on many factors such as the industry, stage, prior market knowledge, and other
characteristics, which tell investors whether the startup is worth looking at.

22The backend Javascript code randomly draws different characteristics and combines them together to create a hypothetical startup.
Similar to the conjoint analysis method, the random combination may generate unusual cases, such as a startup with 50+ employees still
not generating profits (see Amazon’s history). These cases account for a very small percentage of total generated cases.

23Crunchbase is a commercial platform that provides public information about startups mainly in the U.S. Other similar platforms
include AngelList and Pitchbook.
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(i.e., profit-driven venture with IPO plans). 24 To maximize the experimental power for a relatively small sample

size, the variable “mission” is randomly drawn from the following distribution: impact ventures (50%), profit-driven

ventures (25%), and profit-driven ventures with IPO plans (25%). Table 2 provides all the randomization details of

other startup characteristics. The detailed startup characteristics construction process is provided in Appendix B.

To test the implicit ESG preferences, I also introduce a short break after investors evaluate the first half of the startup

profiles (i.e., the first eight profiles) by providing them with a progress screen. Moreover, Qualtrics can record the

time spent on evaluating each profile, which is crucial to approximate investors’ attention and measure their tiredness.

Also, each profile has a startup ID to indicate the evaluation progress.

B.2 Evaluation Questions (Test Mechanisms)

The mainstream mechanisms explaining investors’ socially responsible investment include the following two parts. For

the belief-based mechanisms, investors may have optimistic risk-return expectations for impact ventures. Basically,

investors may hold the belief that impact ventures generate higher financial returns or maintain lower risks. For the

taste-based or preference-based mechanisms, strong pro-social preferences can drive their impact investing decisions.

These pro-social preferences may stem from the improvement of investors’ self-images, social images/signaling, or

reputation. Given the special two-sided matching nature of the entrepreneurial finance process, one extra potential

belief-based mechanism is investors’ expectation in the startup’s “availability,” defined by the startup’s likelihood to

collaborate with this investor rather than opt for other VC firms.

The IRR experiment is powerful to directly test belief-based mechanisms through the following evaluation questions,

including three mechanism questions and two decision questions. Since most venture capitalists are well-educated

subjects, I ask probability or percentile ranking questions rather than Likert scale questions (Brock and De Haas

(2020)).25 Q1 (i.e., “quality evaluation” question) asks investors to evaluate the percentile ranking of each startup’s

quality compared to their previously invested firms. Q2 (i.e., “availability evaluation” question) requires investors to

evaluate how likely the startup will accept their investment offer rather than other investors. Q5 (i.e., “risk evaluation”

question) asks investors to evaluate the percentile ranking of each startup’s risk compared to their previously invested

firms. This question was not in the original design but was added later based on investors’ feedback. Therefore, it

24“Caring about the social and environmental impact” is commonly used by real impact ventures to describe their pro-social nature.
According to the EIF Research Report, 51% of VC firms have implemented an explicit ESG policy and 48% of VC firms either have a
member of its investment team dedicated to dealing with ESG issues or intend to have one soon.

25Using probability or percentile ranking questions have the following merits. First, these questions are more objective compared to Likert
Scale questions. If the experimental subjects are sophisticated enough to understand these concepts, researchers can choose them. Second,
the wide range from 1 to 100 provides more granular evaluation results and additional statistical power. This enables the implementation
of infra-marginal analysis and distributional analysis that explore how investor preferences vary across the distribution of startup’s quality.
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only applies to investors receiving only the matching incentive. I also put it after all the other evaluation questions to

minimize its impact on the originally designed questions. As for the decision questions, Q3 (i.e., “contact likelihood”

question) requires investors to indicate how likely they want to get the startup’s contact information or pitch deck.

Q4 (i.e., “investment interest” question) asks investors to indicate how much money they would invest in the startup

compared to their average investment amount.26 Screenshots showing the appearance of these questions are provided

in Appendix B Figure B13 and Figure B14.

C. Background Questions

After the evaluation section, I collect investors’ standard background information for the following two purposes.

First, it helps to check how representative the sample is. Second, it enables the relevant heterogeneous effect analysis.

Specifically, it is important to check whether impact investors and profit-driven investors have divergent views on

impact ventures. The collected background information includes investors’ preferred industries, stages, special invest-

ment philosophies (for example, only investing in social ventures and women-led startups), and standard demographic

information (i.e., gender, race, educational background.) It should be noted that putting background questions after

the IRR experiment helps to avoid priming subjects to focus on particular tested characteristics.

2.3 Incentives

One key point of the IRR experimental design is its incentive structure, which ideally should satisfy the following two

conditions. First, it can guarantee that the more truthfully investors reveal their preferences, the more benefits they

can obtain from this research (i.e., incentive alignment). Second, it should involve enough stake to elicit sensitive

preferences in finance-related settings. The second condition usually hinders the wide application of these experiments

in finance-related studies as the ideal incentives are usually very costly in financial settings.

Taking advantage of the field context of this experiment, I provide a “matching incentive” (Kessler et al. (2019))

to all the investors, which essentially use real investment opportunities to elicit preferences. To increase the sample

size, I also provide an extra “monetary incentive” (Armona et al. (2019)) to a randomly selected subset of investors.

Given that investors usually spent more than 30 minutes to complete this experiment, they should value the incentive.27

26Q4 asks the relative investment interest rather than the investment magnitude because different investors have different ranges of
targeted investment amounts. For example, conditional on investing the same amount of money, an investor who usually invests $500,000
in each startup on average might have more investment interest in the candidate firm compared to another investor with $1,000,000 average
investment amount. To accommodate these situations, I make the question as standardized and general as possible.

27Some are concerned about the following motivation for investors to participate in this experiment. For example, some investors just
want to understand the algorithm and research method used for this matching tool. For these investors, the optimal decision is to read
the consent form, evaluate a few startups, and then stop the rest repetitive and time-consuming evaluation process. Hence, this should not
serve as a serious concern.
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A. Matching Incentive

About 4,000 randomly selected investors receive the recruitment email (Version 1) and only the “matching incentive.”

For these investors, after they finish evaluating all the startup profiles, I use a machine-learning algorithm to identify

the matched startups from the collaborating incubators. If these startups are also interested in the investor, they

will approach the investor after the experiment. The matching algorithm follows the algorithm used by Kessler et al.

(2019) and uses all the evaluation answers. The description of the algorithm is also provided in the consent form.

This “matching incentive” satisfied the two conditions of a decent incentive by taking advantage of the two-sided

matching nature of the entrepreneurial finance process. First, since all the evaluation results will enter the algorithm,

revealing truthful preferences increases the successful matching rate of preferred startups. Second, as the researcher

collaborates with real incubators, this “matching incentive” provides real investment opportunities which investors

care about. Furthermore, if the designed matching algorithm can improve the matching efficiency, this incentive can

bring real value to both sides of the matching market.

B. Matching Incentive + Monetary Incentive

To increase the sample size, I provide both a “matching incentive” and a “monetary incentive” to a randomly selected

14,000 investors. These investors received the recruitment email (Version B). Similar to Armona et al. (2019), the

“monetary incentive” is essentially a lottery and two experiment participants will be randomly selected to receive $500

each plus an extra monetary return. The more accurate their evaluations of each startup’s quality are, the bigger the

extra financial return they can obtain as a lottery winner. To judge the accuracy of investors’ quality evaluations, I use

real startups’ performance data during the next 12 months after the experiment is completed. Then I separately in-

formed the two lottery winners at the end of July 2020, and sent them the total financial award at the end of July 2021.

Here is a simple example to illustrate how the “monetary incentive” works. Imagine that Peter Smith participated

in this research and won the lottery. Based on his evaluation results, I find that he only cares about startup’s ESG

characteristics and expects profit-driven ventures to outperform impact ventures in terms of quality during the experi-

mental period. After one year, according to the data provided by Pitchbook Platform, profit-driven ventures generate

about 30% financial returns to investors. Then Peter Smith would receive $500 + $500*30% = $650 as his finalized

monetary compensation in 2021/07. In practice, the investor may care about multiple characteristics simultaneously,

so I identify a set of startups that has the most characteristics that an investor prefers. By tracking these startups’

performance between 2020/07-2021/07, I can approximate the return of these investment preferences.
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This “monetary incentive” has the following advantages. First, it mimics the real investment process where investors

have a certain amount of principal, and need to evaluate different startups accurately to generate the maximum re-

turn. Second, it does not require the incubators’ collaboration to implement. Lastly, researchers can use the monetary

incentive in the stock market setting.

However, it also has limitations. First and foremost, it usually cannot incentivize all the evaluation questions. In this

project, I only use it to incentivize Q1 to avoid distorting participants’ evaluations on other questions. For example,

if the collaboration likelihood (i.e., Q2) enters the financial return algorithm, then participants have the motivation

to claim that the most attractive startups want to collaborate with them even if it is not true. If researchers do not

observe startups’ collaboration preferences, there is no way to punish the distorted evaluations for Q2. Similarly, if

both contact interest (i.e., Q3) and investment interest (i.e., Q4) are affected by Q2, then all of these evaluation results

are also polluted by the distorted Q2 evaluations. Investors may show the greatest interest in the most profitable star-

tups and fully ignore the collaboration likelihood of these startups when researchers misuse the “monetary incentive”.

Appendix B Table B5 provides how different incentive is used for each evaluation question.

Another less serious concern of “monetary incentive” is that it may attract participants who do not value the “match-

ing incentive.” This brings extra noises for Q2, Q3, and Q4, making experimental results biased towards zero. To

justify the validity of the “monetary incentive,” I have compared the evaluation results of investors receiving only the

“matching incentive” and those receiving both incentives. Results are provided in Appendix B Table B6, showing

that investors’ ESG preferences are not significantly different between these two groups of investors. While “monetary

incentive” may bring extra noises, it does not distort investors’ judgments systematically.

C. Justification

Although both incentives impose costs for making inefficient and inaccurate evaluations, it is generally important to

check whether investors really understand the designed incentives. This experiment discovers multiple highly signifi-

cant startup team and project characteristics that investors value (see the discussion of Zhang (2020c)). This proves

that investors do provide careful and thoughtful evaluations, indirectly suggesting that these incentives work well.

D. Discussion

This section discusses the limitations of the IRR experiment when studying investors’ ESG preferences. First, despite
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its powerful ability of directly testing multiple belief-based mechanisms, the IRR experiment per se cannot directly

identify the taste-driven mechanisms and separate relevant sub-mechanisms, such as the self-image channel and the

social image/signaling channel.28 Second, the IRR experiment does not generate real economic outcomes, such as

investors’ real investment behaviors. All the results arise from investors’ indicated preferences elicited by the designed

incentives. To alleviate this problem, it is helpful to compare investors’ self-reported information to their real-world

investment decisions (Anderson and Robinson (2020a), Giglio, Maggiori, Stroebel and Utkus (2019)).

Other limitations include well-documented issues with survey data and incentivized experimental data, including

sample selection bias, costly incentive structure, and potential consent form effect. As discussed before, these issues

may either weaken the experimental results or tilt investors’ behaviors in favor of sustainable investment. Future

researchers can replicate this experiment in different countries and at different times, design cheaper incentives, and

test how providing consent form affects investors’ experimental behaviors.

3 Results

3.1 Investors Expect Impact Ventures to Under-perform.

Table 3 reports investors’ group-level evaluations about the startup’s ESG characteristics. The dependent variable

of columns (1)-(5) show investors’ quality evaluations, availability evaluations, contact interests, investment interests,

and risk evaluations separately. “Has ESG Characteristics” is a dummy variable equal to one if the startup aims for

environmental and social impact besides financial gains, and zero otherwise. “Has IPO Plan” is a dummy variable

equal to one if the startup is profit-driven and has an IPO plan within five years, and zero otherwise. All the regressions

add the investor fixed effect to allow some investors to have more generous ratings. Robust standard errors are shown

in parentheses.

Panel A compares evaluation results of impact ventures, profit-driven ventures with an IPO plan and pure profit-driven

ventures. Column (1) of Table 3 shows that aiming for environmental and social impact causally lowers investors’

evaluations of the startup’s quality by a 2.65 percentile rank compared with the conventional profit-driven startups.

The result is weakly significant at the 10% significance level. Columns (2), (3), and (4) show that although aiming for

ESG impact might causally lower investors’ availability evaluations, contact interests, and investment interests, the

28When the sample size is large enough, researchers can generate some indirect evidence of taste-driven preferences. For instance,
assuming social responsible investment decisions are only driven by belief-based reasons and taste-based reasons, researchers can test the
existence of taste-based preference by regressing investors’ decisions on the startup’s mission while controlling all the belief evaluations. If
the assumption of this linear functional form is reasonable, researchers should expect a significant effect of startups’ missions on investors’
decisions in this regression if taste also plays a role. However, the sample size of this IRR experiment does not provide enough power to
test taste-driven preferences.
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results are not significant at the group level. Interestingly, column (5) shows that impact ventures are not less risky

than conventional profit-driven ventures.

To increase the experimental power, I group profit-driven ventures with an IPO plan and other profit-driven ventures

together as a large “profit-driven venture” group in Panel B. This is also motivated by the fact that much fewer

social/impact ventures file for an IPO compared with profit-driven ventures.29 Then I compare investors’ evaluations

of the “impact venture” group and the combined “profit-driven venture” group. Panel B Columns (1) and (4) show

that compared to this more ambiguous “profit-driven venture” group, aiming for ESG impact causally reduces both

investors’ quality evaluations and investment interest by 2.75 percentile rank and 4.1% relative investment amount

respectively, which are both significant at the 5% significance level. To interpret the economic magnitude of these

results, I use the well-documented effect of going to a prestigious university on investors’ decisions as the benchmark

(Bernstein et al. (2017), Zhang (2020c)).30 On average, graduating from top universities increases investors’ quality

evaluation and investment interest by 6.36 percentile rank and 9.7% relative investment amount respectively. There-

fore, the negative effect of a startup’s ESG characteristics on investors’ quality evaluation and investment interests

accounts for roughly 43% and 42% of the “top university” effect. Given that investors’ preferences about impact

ventures are more sensitive, the identified magnitude of the ESG’s impact errs on the conservative side.

It should be noted that generating insignificant group-level results is pretty common when testing sensitive preferences

in the IRR experiment. Multiple factors can contribute to the generation of insignificant results. First, investors’

explicit ESG preferences and implicit ESG preferences are sometimes opposite, leading to different evaluation results

at the beginning and end of the experiment. Second, as documented by Zhang (2020b), the magnitude and direction

of an evaluator’s sensitive preferences can vary across candidates’ attractiveness, which also easily causes insignificant

group-level evaluations. Third, impact investors and conventional investors might hold opposing beliefs, neutralizing

the group-level effect. Lastly, as providing consent forms notifies investors of the research purpose, investors have

the motivation to behave pro-socially, also neutralizing the discovered negative views on social ventures. Therefore,

testing implicit preference, various heterogeneous effects, and distributional effect is often imperative for analyzing

IRR experimental results.

29See the article “When will the first social enterprise have a huge IPO?”
30In this research, top universities include Ivy League colleges, Stanford, MIT and Northwestern University. Common universities include

other universities whose US News ranking is more than 100. Detailed university list is provided in the Online Appendix of Zhang (2020b).
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3.2 Investors Implicitly Expect Impact Ventures to Approach Others.

“Implicit preference” refers to the preference that affects individuals’ decisions in an unconscious manner. Bertrand,

Chugh and Mullainathan (2005) discuss the economic importance of implicit preference, which can influence behav-

iors in meaningful ways.31 The effect of implicit preference is stronger under the conditions of greater ambiguity or

subjectivity, heavier cognitive load and more inattentiveness to task. Given the busy schedule of venture capitalists,

it is important to test investors’ implicit preferences.

To test the implicit preference, I deliberately insert a break showing a progress screen after the first eight startup

profiles. Research (Rzeszotarski, Chi, Paritosh and Dai (2013)) documents that “micro breaks” can affect people’s

focus and increase experimental subjects’ cognitive load. Therefore, when investors become more rushed or fatigued in

the second half of the study, their implicit preferences are more likely to emerge and affect their judgments. Following

Kessler et al. (2019), we then compare investors’ evaluations in the first half and second half of the study. Similar to

Implicit Association Test (IAT), the IRR experiment also measures implicit preferences by using subjects’ response

time in the assigned experimental task.

Table 4 tests investors’ implicit preferences about startups’ ESG characteristics, indicating that investors implicitly

feel that impact ventures are unlikely to collaborate with them. The heterogeneous effect analysis later shows that

this result mainly comes from profit-driven investors. Impact investors think in the opposite way. Panel A uses all the

evaluation results. Panel B focuses on the relatively high-stake situation where investors’ likelihood of contacting the

startup team is more than 30%.32 Column (1) of Table 4 shows that investors spend 27.6s less time on evaluating each

startup profile, indicating that they are fatigued or rushed in the second half of the study after the inserted break.

Column (3) of Table 4 shows a significant negative interaction effect of “Has ESG Characteristics” and ”the Second

Half of Study.” This means that compared to profit-driven ventures, investors’ “availability” evaluations of impact

ventures significantly decline in the second half of the evaluation task. Specifically, when focusing on the last half of

profiles’ evaluations, I find that impact ventures are viewed as 2.44% less likely to accept the investor’s offer compared

to other alternative fund-raising options. This result is even stronger in the high-stake situation as demonstrated in

Panel B.

To understand the potential influence of these negative evaluations of impact ventures’ quality and availability, Ap-

pendix B Table B7 describes the correlations between different mechanism evaluations and the investor’s decision

31Cunningham and de Quidt (2015) introduce a method for inferring implicit preferences directly from choice data by assuming that
implicit preference has a stronger effect when the ambiguity of the task increases.

32Using 30% as the threshold is motivated by Figure 5 described later.
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interest. Columns (1) and (2) show that both the quality evaluations and the availability evaluations are significantly

positively correlated with the investors’ contact interest. Columns (3) and (4) show that investment interest is only

positively correlated with the quality evaluations, indicating that availability may not directly affect the investment

decisions. These correlations provide suggestive evidence that the negative expectations of impact ventures’ quality

and availability can hurt impact ventures’ fund-raising process compared with conventionally profit-driven venture

capitalists.

3.3 Distributional Effect

As discussed by Lundberg and Startz (1983), Neumark (2012) and Heckman (1998) and documented by Zhang (2020b),

the magnitude and direction of evaluators’ (i.e., investors) preferences can vary across the distribution of candidates’

(i.e., startups) quality. Therefore, it is important to examine the distributional effect of a startup’s ESG characteris-

tics on investors’ evaluations across the startup’s quality. Following Zhang (2020b), I measure quality using investors’

contact interest (Q3) as investors’ contact decisions are observable in some confidential databases, such as AngelList

(Ewens and Townsend (2020)). This provides convenience to compare the experimental results with future research

work exploiting these observational data. However, results are similar if the quality is measured by Q1 (i.e., “quality

evaluations”) (see Appendix B).

Figure 5 demonstrates the distributional effect by analyzing both total profiles evaluated by investors and the sub-

sample profiles evaluated in the second half of the IRR experiment. The sub-sample profiles help to test implicit

preferences. Panels A and C provide the empirical cumulative density function (CDF) for a startup’s ESG character-

istics across investors’ contact interest ratings for the total evaluations and the second half evaluations, respectively.33

Panels B and D provide the relevant OLS coefficient estimates and the corresponding 95% confidence intervals based

on the total evaluations and the second half evaluations respectively.

Figure 5 shows that the direction and the magnitude of investors’ explicit and implicit ESG preferences vary across

the startup’s quality. According to Panel A, the CDF for profit-driven startups are to the right of ESG startups when

investors’ contact interest is relatively high. However, this phenomenon is not obvious when investors’ contact interest

is relatively low. Panel B demonstrates that the coefficient of being an ESG startup is mostly negative in the middle

and right part of the quality distribution. Nonetheless, the coefficient is pretty close to zero on the left tail of the dis-

tribution. All of these prove that when evaluating relatively “high-quality” startups in high stake situations, investors

have explicit bias against ESG startups. However, this preference is almost negligible when evaluating “low-quality”

33Appendix B Figure B10 demonstrates the same results by using Q1 to measure startups’ quality.
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startups. Similar data patterns also exist when testing implicit preferences in Panels C and D. Different from explicit

preferences, investors can be slightly implicitly biased towards ESG startups of relatively low quality.

ESG Preference in High-stake Situations Motivated by Figure 5, Table 5 tests venture capitalists’ ESG prefer-

ence in high stake situations where investors evaluate more attractive startups. More “Attractive” startups refer to

startups with which investors indicate higher likelihood of making contact. In Table 5, Panel A, B and C focus on the

situation where investors’ likelihood of contacting the startup team is more than 30%, 35%, and 40% separately (i.e.,

Q3 > 30, Q3 > 35, Q3 > 40). It is possible to further increase the threshold and examine the situation where Q3 > 50,

Q3 > 60, etc. However, the higher the threshold is, the less experimental power the researcher has due to the smaller

sample size.

Results of Table 5 confirm that the belief-driven preference against impact ventures mainly exists among those high

quality, more attractive startups. Column (1) shows that conditional on investors’ higher likelihood of contacting the

startup (i.e., Q3 > 30), impact ventures receive 3.14 lower percentile ranks for the quality evaluation ratings compared

to conventional profit-driven ventures. The magnitude accounts for 86% of the Ivy League College Effect as excellent

educational background can only increase investors’ quality evaluation ratings by 3.66 percentile in this situation.

Column (3) shows that among these attractive startups, impact ventures are 3.13% less likely to be contacted by

investors. This magnitude is roughly equal to 64% of the Ivy League College Effect. These results are statistically

significant at 5% and still robust when the threshold is changed to Q3 > 35 and Q3 > 40. To sum up, emphasizing the

ESG mission causally reduces investors’ expectation of the startup’s future profitability and lowers investors’ likelihood

to contact the startup team. This effect mainly exists for those high-quality, attractive ventures.

Pro-cyclical Sustainable Investment The discovered distributional effect of investors’ ESG preferences is also

aligned with the “pro-cyclical sustainable investment” hypothesis. People are more likely to opt for impact investing

as long as they are doing well and face fewer performance pressures. Bauer et al. (2021) shows that among people ex-

pecting much lower retirement benefits due to COVID-19, the percentage of investors favoring sustainable investment

is also lower than groups expecting milder negative impact from the economic hardship. During economic downturns,

VC funds generally increase their investment bars and focus on the most profitable ventures. This indicates that if

impact ventures are expected to underperform profit-driven ventures, funds will have fewer motivations to support im-

pact investing at the cost of their financial performances. Furthermore, among the most attractive startups, investors

have a more belief-driven bias against impact ventures, which amplifies the pro-cyclical property of the “Sustainable

Investment.”
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3.4 Investors Pay More Attention to Attractive Impact Ventures.

Based on the “attention discrimination” theory (Bartoš, Bauer, Chytilová and Matějka (2016)), evaluators should ra-

tionally spend more attention on the more preferred group in a “cherry-picking” market (i.e., a selective process) and

spend more attention on the less preferred group in a “lemon-dropping” market. These endogenous attention allocation

decisions not only reveal evaluators’ preferences but also amplify both belief-driven and taste-driven preferences. Given

that the entrepreneurial investment process is a “cherry-picking” process and attention is costly, investors’ attention

spent on evaluating each profile should be indicative of their startup preferences.

Table 6 shows that being an impact venture causally increases investors’ attention allocated on its profile. Attention

is measured by investors’ response time, which is defined as the number of seconds before each page submission,

winsorized at the 95th percentile.34 On average, investors spend 59.23 seconds on each profile. Column (1) tests all

the evaluation results. Columns (2)-(4) focus on the high-stake situation where investors’ likelihood of contacting the

startup team is more than 30%, 35%, and 40% separately (i.e., Q3 > 30, Q3 > 35, Q3 > 40). Panel A shows that when

evaluating these more attractive startups, investors spend more time on impact ventures’ profiles. Specifically, when

Q3 > 40, this extra allocated time accounts for 13.8% of investors’ average allocated time on each profile.

The preference towards impact ventures can be driven by both investors’ tastes and beliefs. To test the existence of

taste-driven preferences, Panel B further controls investors’ beliefs (i.e., Q1, Q2). Results show that being an impact

venture has an even stronger effect on investors’ attention. After controlling beliefs, regression results show that in-

vestors allocate 17.2% more time on impact ventures compared to the average spent time on each profile when Q3 > 40.

This suggests the existence of taste-driven preferences towards attractive impact ventures.

3.5 Heterogeneous Effect

3.5.1 Investment Philosophy Based Heterogeneous Effect

The discrepancy between the preference of impact investors and conventional investors is crucial for the theoretical

work discussing the equilibrium outcome of sustainable investment (Pástor, Stambaugh and Taylor (2020)). Since

entrepreneurial finance is essentially a two-sided matching process, investors may differ not only in their risk-return

models but also in their perceptions of how likely impact ventures will collaborate with them rather than other compet-

itive investors on the market. This potential matching channel can complicate the analysis of the long-run equilibrium

of sustainable investment in the entrepreneurial financing market. However, there is very little empirical evidence

34This method of measuring attention is also used by Kessler et al. (2019) and Huang, Li, Lin, Tai and Zhou (2021).
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about the matching between startups and investors along the ESG dimension. Therefore, it is imperative to test

whether impact investors and conventional investors hold different views on impact ventures.

To test this heterogeneous effect, I collect investors’ preferred industries and investment philosophy in the “Background

Question” section. Some participants explicitly mentioned whether they aim for impact investments or target green

industries. For instance, an investor explicitly wrote, “We aim for anything with positive environmental or social im-

pacts, such as Renewable Energy, Energy Efficiency, etc”. Therefore, I can identify impact investors and conventional

investors based on these indicated preferences. Impact investors refer to investors whose preferred industries contain

the following keywords: “energy”, “clean”, “climate”, “recycle”, “impact”, ‘environmental‘”, “ESG”, “jobs”, “liveli-

hood” and investors whose investment philosophy focuses on impact investing. The remaining investors are treated as

“conventional investors.”

Table 7 tests the heterogeneous effect of a startup’s ESG characteristics on different types of investors’ evaluation

ratings. Similar to results from Table 7, Column (1) shows that aiming for ESG does not increase impact investors’

quality evaluations of the startup as the interaction effect of “Has ESG Characteristics” and being an “Impact In-

vestor” is insignificantly negative. However, Column (2) shows that impact investors expect impact ventures to be

6.55% more likely to collaborate with them rather than other investors. This suggests the existence of matching based

on the ESG characteristics of investors and startups. According to Zhang (2020c), although startups’ likelihood of

collaboration contributes to investors’ contact interest, this channel plays a negligible role in investors’ investment

decisions. Therefore, the results support the “taste-driven” motivation (i.e., social preferences) of impact investors’

interest in ESG startups.

Table 8 tests the implicit ESG preferences of impact investors and conventional investors, providing an even clearer

picture of this heterogeneous effect. Panel A zooms in to impact investors. Columns (1) and (2) show that impact in-

vestors expect impact ventures to underperform profit-driven ventures, but are more likely to approach them. However,

these expectations do not lead to significantly lower contact interest and investment interest. Again, this coincides with

the “non-pecuniary” motivation of impact investing. Panel B focuses on conventional investors. Column (2) shows that

these investors hold a strong implicit belief that impact ventures will opt for other kinds of investors. Different from

impact investors, their contact interest, and investment interest are significantly lower when evaluating impact ventures.
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3.5.2 Negative ESG Impact Is More Severe For White Male Founders.

Table 9 tests how a startup’s ESG characteristics affect the majority founders (i.e., white male founders) and minority

founders (i.e., Asian founders or female founders) separately. Panel A focuses on white male founders, and Panel B

focuses on other minority founders. In Panel A, Columns (1), (3) and (4) show that white male founders’ impact

ventures receive 7.04 lower percentile ranks for the quality evaluation ratings, 8.4% lower probability for availability

evaluation ratings, and 1.21 lower relatively investment level compared to similar profit-driven startups. Nonetheless,

as shown in Panel B, these effects are not obvious for minority founders.

Figure 7 further shows that the difference between the ESG impact on majority founders and minority founders mainly

appears when investors do not have much contact interest in the startup. For the high stake situations where investors

are more likely to invest, aiming for ESG impact has similar negative effects for both minority and majority groups.

Therefore, any experimental results capturing relatively low-quality startups may not be generalized to high-quality

startups.

3.5.3 Negative ESG Impact Is Less Severe For Well-educated Founders.

Table 10 tests how a startup’s ESG characteristics affect founders graduating from prestigious colleges and founders

from common colleges. Interestingly, although aiming for ESG impact lowers investors’ expectations in the quality of

social ventures with both types of founders, well-educated founders suffer much less from this effect. Columns (3) and

(4) show that investors’ contact and investment interest are not significantly lower for well-educated founders’ social

ventures. However, if a founder graduates from common universities, aiming for ESG impact can significantly hurt

their chance of raising funding from venture capitalists. This indicates that a better educational background helps

to eliminate the negative impact of aiming for ESG goals. As shown in Figure 7, the difference between the ESG

impact on founders with different educational backgrounds exists across the whole distribution of the startup’s quality,

especially for investors’ implicit preferences (see Panel C of Figure 10).

3.6 Link To Real World Decisions

As I can observe the identity of each experimental subject, I further link their self-reported information with the

real world investment decisions of their affiliated VC companies. Investors, who claim to care more about impact

investing and work in ESG-related industries, are indeed significantly associated with more ESG-related startups in

their investment portfolios (See Table 12). Moreover, their companies are also more likely to emphasize their impact
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investing strategies on their official websites. This correlation brings some validity of the self-reported information in

this experiment. However, it should be noted that there are currently no perfect methods of identifying ESG-related

companies or impact investors, which may bring extra noises and weaken the experimental power.

4 Accuracy of Expectations

To test the accuracy of investors’ expections in impact ventures’ underperformance, I compare the financial per-

formance of impact ventures and profit-driven ventures between 2020/07/31 and 2021/07/31 (i.e., one year period

after the IRR experiment ends).35 The sample includes 54,079 companies which successfully raised funding between

2017/01/01-2020/07/31 and whose deals are recorded by the Pitchbook Database. Similar to other mainstream VC

databases, Pitchbook Database can only observe completed deals rather than the entire pool of startups considered by

VC investors. Furthermore, Pitchbook Database also does not collect startups’ trade secrets or founders’ personalities,

leaving the space for omitted variable bias problems. Therefore, this section mainly provides suggestive correlational

evidence about whether impact ventures underperform profit-driven ventures conditional on having successfully raised

funding before and passed investors’ initial selection stage.

This method essentially follows the “outcome test” in the discrimination literature (Becker (1993), Hebert (2020),

Ewens and Townsend (2020), Fisman, Paravisini and Vig (2017)). If investors’ pre-selection judgements are fully ac-

curate, impact ventures should perform equally well as profit-driven ventures in my sample. Basically, after screening

out less lucrative impact ventures, rational investors can achieve similar financial performance compared to investing

in profit-driven ventures. If investors’ pre-selection judgements under-estimate (over-estimate) the quality of impact

ventures and over-reject (under-reject) ESG startups, then impact ventures should significantly overperform (underper-

form) profit-driven ventures conditional on being funded. To classify startups into impact ventures and profit-driven

ventures, I follow Barber et al. (2020) and implement the following two steps.

Step 1: I identify a startup as an ESG related company if any ESG-related keywords in Appendix Table A1 appear

in the startups’ description of business models or industry background. Selected ESG-related keywords come from the

following three main sources: 1) The ESG-related keywords to identify impact ventures used by Barber et al. (2020);

2) KPMG 2021 UK Mid-market PE Review Report, publishing a list of keywords to identify deals with an ESG

component; 3) Prestigious impact ventures’ official websites. The following variables in Pitchbook are used to identify

35Using “one year period” is also consistent with the design of the monetary incentive, which evaluates the accuracy of investors’
judgement using the startup performance data during the 1 year after the experiment ends. However, it is also interesting to check
startups’ performance during the 5-year period after the experiment ends, which more closely mimics venture capitalists’ investment cycles.
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the startup’s type: “Description” (description of the startup’s business model), “Keywords” (selected keywords to

indicate the startup’s primary business model), “PrimaryIndustrySector”, “PrimaryIndustryGroup”, “PrimaryIndus-

tryCode”.36

Step 2: Two research assistants (RA) independently read descriptions and online resources of the selected ESG star-

tups in Step 1, and remove startups which are unrelated to generating ESG impact. When there are disagreements

showing up between the RAs, I will make the final judgement. This method labels 4,405 startups as ESG-related

impact ventures, accounting for roughly 8.14% of the full sample.

This manual check step is helpful as some companies may deliberately include more “ESG-related” keywords in their

business model descriptions so that their ESG score improves based on this commonly used “keyword” method.37

This potential strategic reaction can increase extra noises to the “keyword” method. Moreover, if startups with better

management teams are also more likely to realize the importance of adding ESG-related keywords, these “keywords”

will pick up not only impact ventures, but also startups with better management teams.

To measure the performance of each startup, I use the following three standard measures in the entrepreneurial fi-

nance literature (Ewens and Townsend (2020), Hochberg, Ljungqvist and Lu (2007), Gompers, Kovner, Lerner and

Scharfstein (2010), Ewens and Rhodes-Kropf (2015), Nanda, Samila and Sorenson (2020)): 1) whether a startup has

raised a follow-on round of venture capital investment during the 1-year period after the experiment (i.e., 2020/07/31-

2021/07/31). The deal level data come from the Pitchbook Database. Moreover, this measure is especially relevant

given that the paper can only test the short-term startup performance. 2) whether a startup has “gone bankrupt” or

“out of business”. Pitchbook provides me with the ownership status of a startup in 2021/10, indicating whether the

startup has been out of business. I further check each startup’s website status at the same time to justify the data

quality.38 3) whether a startup has a successful exit via IPO or acquisition between 2020/07/31 and 2021/07/31. The

IPO and M&A data are provided by the SDC Platinum Databases.

Table 11 compares the performance of impact ventures and profit-driven ventures during the 1 year period after the

experiment. The sample contains all the startups which has received funding between 2017/01/01 and 2020/07/31

based on the Pitchbook data. Panel A examines the performance of global startups. Panel B focuses on the perfor-

mance of only U.S. startups, defined as startups whose headquarters are located in the U.S. In columns (1) and (2)

36For the definition of Pitchbook’s industry vertical, please check https://pitchbook.com/what-are-industry-verticals.
37This “feedback effect” is documented in the Fintech setting. Based on Cao, Jiang, Yang and Zhang (2020), firms strategically react to

the increasing machine and AI readership by avoiding words that are perceived as negative by computational algorithms in their filings.
38Ideally, I should use the ownership data or website status data on 2021/07/31. However, this data is not available.
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of each panel, the dependent variable is an indicator equal to one if the startup either successfully raised new funding

from the venture capital industry or the deal is in progress during 2020/07/31-2021/07/31. In columns (3) and (4), the

dependent variable is an indicator equal to one if the startup’s business status is “out of business” in 2021/10. Ideally

I should use the business status in 2021/07/31, however, this information is not available to me. “out of business”

is defined as either “File Bankruptcy” or “Out of Business” in Pitchbook. Results are similar if I include situations

where the company’s website does not function anymore, such as reporting a 404 error. In columns (5) and (6), the

dependent variable is an indicator equal to one if the startup filed an IPO or was acquired between 2020/07/31 and

2021/07/31. Columns (2), (4), and (6) include investor fixed effects. Control Variables include the following available

last updated startup characteristics before 2020/07/31: number of deals, founding years, raised amount of the latest

deal. Robust standard errors clustered at the headquarter location level are reported in parentheses.

Results from these fixed effect models show that impact ventures are correlated with better fundraising performance

and business performance during the 1 year after the experiment, especially in the US. Panel A Columns (1) and

(2) show that in the whole world, impact ventures have about 3.4%-3.7% more likelihood to raise the next round

funding from investors. Columns (3) and (4) show that impact ventures also have about 2% more likelihood to avoid

bankruptcy or being out of business. In Columns (5)-(6), impact ventures are not significantly correlated with more

IPOs/Acquisitions due to lack of power because IPO and M&A are generally used to measure long-term startup per-

formance. Between 2020/07/31-2021/07/31, there are only about 200 IPOs and 700 M&A, which does not generate

enough power to test short-run startup’s performance. Panel B shows that the outperformance of impact ventures are

even more salient in the US, which is consistent with increasing attention to sustainable finance among US investors.

Basically, US impact ventures have about 4% more likelihood to enter the next round compared to the US conventional

ventures, and they also 2.5% less likelihood to go bankrupt.

The “outperformance” of impact ventures conditional on being funded does not mean that impact ventures are more

profitable than similar conventional ventures in the pre-selection stage. Investors’ expectations in the underperfor-

mance of impact ventures can still be correct. However, they may have under-estimated impact ventures’ performance

and over-rejected these lucrative impact ventures in the pre-selection stage, leading to the outperformance of funded

impact ventures. This suggests that there is still enough space left for increasing the impact investing in the venture

capital industry and this ESG-related investment process has not achieved its equilibrium state yet. Figure 1 Panel C

of Ewens and Townsend (2020) provides a clean illustration of the logic behind this test of miscalibrated beliefs, which

is also used by Fisman et al. (2017).

Robustness Check Although the outcome test method is often used to judge whether investors’ bias is rational in
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the discrimination literature, applying it to the sustainable finance setting requires extra robustness check. Different

from startup founders’ gender and race, a startup’s ESG characteristics can be endogenously chosen. For example,

impact ventures are indeed less profitable than profit-driven ventures in the early stage. However, better perform-

ing startups have extra resources to increase their environmental and social impact in the later stage. This “doing

good after doing well” hypothesis is also consistent with both investors’ rational judgement and the out-performance of

impact ventures observed in the data. To examine whether this story dominates, I make the following robustness check.

Panel C of Table 11 focuses on early-stage startups. The “doing good after doing well” hypothesis generally applies

to large companies with ample resources. If the better performance of impact ventures are mainly driven by startups

which has done extremely well and obtained rich resources, this correlation should be much smaller for early-stage

startups, which are generally financially constrained. However, compared to results in Panel A, the out-performance

of impact ventures is even more salient in the early stage. This suggests that the “doing good after doing well”

hypothesis is unlikely to be the main driver of impact ventures’ out-performance observed in the entrepreneurial set-

ting. It should be noted that the “doing good after doing well” hypothesis can still work well for large public companies.

Then why are investors’ beliefs inconsistent with the observed impact ventures’ performances? This paper provides

some empirical suggestive explanations and other theoretically existing explanations.

Explanation I: Inaccurate Beliefs of Impact Ventures’ Quality Investors may form inaccurate or miscalibrated

beliefs of impact ventures’ quality. This can stem from multiple reasons. For example, they may have a misspecified

model of impact ventures in the distributions of quality as the sustainable finance just recently reattract people’s atten-

tion (Bohren, Haggag, Imas and Pope (2019b), Hu and Ma (2020)). In the discrimination and expectation literature,

several models also provide microfoundations for how inaccurate beliefs can arise and persist. Investors may also form

biased stereotypes because of using the representativeness heuristic that deviates from the reality (Bordalo, Coffman,

Gennaioli and Shleifer (2016). Furthermore, as impact ventures are less frequent than conventional ventures, investors

can make less accurate predictions when confronted with this group due to the coarse categorization of experiences with

impact ventures (Fryer, Jackson et al. (2008)). In this paper, I do not test these mechanisms one by one. Instead, I try

to provide some suggestive evidence documenting that investors may under-estimate impact ventures’ performances

during the economic recession due to extrapolations of recent impact ventures’ performances.

Several papers have documented that individuals extrapolate from recent experiences when forming expectations

(Kuchler and Zafar (2019), Armona et al. (2019), etc). If impact ventures did not give impressive performances before

COVID-19 and ESG-related assets are more resilient during the economic downturn (Albuquerque, Koskinen and
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Santioni (2021)), then simple extrapolation from recent information may cause investors to underestimate impact ven-

tures’ performances during the COVID-19 recession. To check whether this story holds, I investigate impact ventures’

historical performances before 2021.

Figure 8 compares the likelihood of raising new funding for impact ventures and conventional ventures by using Pitch-

book data that cover all the deals starting from 2017/01/01-2021/07/31. The y-axis describes that conditional on

successfully raising funding in the previous one year, how being an impact venture is associated with the likelihood of

raising new funding in the next one year. The regression used in the figure is similar to that used in Column (2) of

Table 11. The only difference is that this regression focuses on startups that successfully raised funding in the previous

one year rather than three years. Then I repeat this regression by rolling the window from 2017 to 2020. Panel A

shows that although global impact ventures’ relative likelihood of raising new funding steadily increased between 2018

and 2021, the outperformance of ESG-related startups mainly happened during the COVID-19 pandemic. Before

2020, impact ventures were not associated with significantly better financing outcomes than conventional ventures.

Assuming the existence of impact investors with preferences towards impact ventures, conventionally profit-driven

startups need to generate more profits in order to perform equally well as impact ventures in terms of raising external

funding. However, impact ventures might be more resilient at a time of economic hardship. Given that the experiment

was implemented just after COVID-19 broke out, the extrapolation from historical information before COVID-19 may

generate inaccurate expectations of impact ventures’ performance. Panel C shows that similar patterns also apply to

global early-stage startups. Panel B focuses on US startups, showing that the ourperformance of ESG-related startups

started after 2018. Similar patterns also exist in Panel D when I zoom into the US Early-stage startups.

As I do not observe startups’ fundraising information before 2017/01/01, it is hard to conclude about impact ventures’

relative performance before 2017. To mitigate this issue, I check the historical trend of impact ventures’ IPOs in Figure

9 by using the SDC Platinum Database on venture-backed IPOs. Startups are labeled as impact ventures if 1) their

business descriptions and product keywords contain the ESG-related keywords in Table A1, and 2) manually verified

as correctly labeled ESG-related companies. Based on Figure 9, impact ventures’ IPO performance suddenly increased

during the 2008 financial crisis period, accounting for 23.1% of total IPO cases in that year. However, after 2008, their

IPO performance gradually declined and only slightly rebounded after 2017. These plots suggest that investors may

undervalue ESG-related startups during the pandemic due to extrapolations. However, these results do not rule out

the coexistence of other explanations of investors’ inaccurate beliefs.

Explanation II: Accurate Beliefs of Impact Ventures’ Quality It should be noted that investors may also
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have an accurate belief of impact ventures’ profitability.39 To illustrate other potential coexisting explanations in this

situation, I use a simple partial equilibrium model that applies the theoretical framework of Bohren, Imas and Rosen-

berg (2019a) to the sustainable finance setting in the venture capital industry. The model is also helpful to clarify

various concepts about investors’ socially responsible investment preferences and illustrates how impact investing can

potentially evolve in the venture capital industry based on the observed experimental results.

4.1 Model Set-up

Startups. — Assume startups are classified into two categories: impact ventures (I) and profit-driven ventures (P).

Consider a startup with an observable type g ∈ {E,P} and unobservable ability of generating profits for the investor

i, a ∼ N(µg,
1
τa

), with mean µg ∈ R and precision τa > 0. Given that some startups may reject the investor’s offer due

to other outside options and increase the investor’s searching cost, let a = α + β where α denotes the startup’s own

potential to generate profits for the investor. β denotes the startup’s likelihood of accepting the investor’s offer and is

directly related to the investor’s searching cost. The startup experiences a sequence of stages t = 1, 2, ... In each stage,

the startup’s potential of generating profits can change due to random shocks, with hidden quality qt = a+ εt where

εt ∼ N(0, 1
τε

) is an independent random shock with precision τε > 1.

Investors. — Investors evaluate the startup’s performance. For simplicity, assume that one investor evaluates one

startup in each stage and provides a evaluation/rating vt ∈ R. Before assessing the startup at the stage t, the investor

observes the startup’s type g, its previous performances in previous stages ht = (v1, ..., vt−1), where h1 = ∅ if the

startup does not have any historical performance. The investor also observes the signal st = qt + ηt of the quality

provided by the current stage startup, where ηt ∼ N(0, 1
τη

) is also an independent random shock with precision τt > 0.

Preferences and Beliefs. — An investor’s type θi determines her taste-driven preference towards impact ventures, and

her beliefs of impact ventures, including 1) her subjective belief about different types of startups’ potential to make

profits, 2) her subjective belief about different types of startups’ likelihood of accepting her offer, and 3) her subjective

belief about other investors’ tastes and beliefs. In our setting, investors are also classified into two categories: impact

investors (θ1) and profit-driven investors (θ2).

To understand the aggregate preference, the investor also forms a subjective belief about the distribution over other

investors’ types, π̂i ∈ ∆(Θ). If π̂i 6= π, the investor forms an inaccurate belief about the distribution over all the

39Another possibility is that the widely used “outcome test” method cannot accurately compare impact ventures and profit-driven
ventures’ performances due to omitted variable concerns.
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investors’ types. Specifically, π̂i can affect β̂ig if sorting exists in the dimension of investors’ and startups’ ESG char-

acteristics. In this situation, more impact investors can decrease impact ventures’ likelihood of accepting profit-driven

investors’ offers.

Optimal Evaluations. Each investor chooses the evaluation that maximizes her expected payoffs based on her taste

and posterior belief. cig denotes a type-specific taste parameter and ciP is normalized to 0. In the real world, a profit-

driven early-stage investor may also consider investing in expected low-quality impact ventures because she expects

later-stage investors to have more taste-driven preferences towards impact ventures. This extra payoff from later-stage

investors’ preference can also be counted in cig. c
i
g can be further decomposed as cig = cigS + ĉigL where cigS stands for

the investor’s own taste parameter and ĉigL stands for the investor’s expectation of later-stage investors’ taste parameter.

The investor’s subjective prior belief about the startup’s average ability is µ̂ig = α̂ig+ β̂ig. If µ̂ig 6= µig, then the investor’s

subjective belief may be inaccurate and different from the true population average ability. Specifically, her subjective

prior belief about the startup’s availability is β̂ig(π̂i), which is a function of her belief of other investors’ preferences.

Intuitively, a “hot” startup has many alternative fund-raising options and is less available to each particular investor.

For an investor with type θi, her optimal evaluation strategy follows:

vi(h, s, g) ≡ argmaxv∈RÊi[−(v − (q − cig))2|h, s, g] (1)

Based on the investor’s payoff function, her optimal evaluation conditional on observing the startup’s historical per-

formance h, signal s, and type g is

vi(h, s, g) = Êi[q|h, s, g]− cig (2)

If the investor gives different evaluations to impact ventures and profit-driven ventures with the same evaluation history

and current signal receive different evaluations, I denote this differential treatment as

Di(h, s) ≡ vi(h, s, P )− vi(h, s, I) (3)

If impact investment goes well in the venture capital industry, it is expected to see D(h, s) ≡ Eπ[Di(h, s)] < 0 and the

investment community prefers impact ventures on the aggregate level. Different from preferences, Di(h, s) standards

for behaviors, such as contact interest and investment interest.
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4.2 Different Evaluations of Profit-driven Ventures and Impact Ventures

This part illustrates how various belief-driven preferences and taste-driven preferences affect investors’ evaluations

of different types of startups here. This part also provides theoretical foundations to empirically test the nature of

preferences and interpret the observed experimental results.

Consider a just established startup of type g is evaluated by an investor who has subjective prior beliefs (α̂I , α̂P ),

(β̂I , β̂P ), (µ̂I , µ̂P ), preference parameter cF and observes signal s1.40 Then the investor’s prior belief about the

startup’s quality is normally distributed, i.e., q1 ∼ N(µ̂g,
1
τq

), where τq ≡ τaτε
τa+τε

. Then the conditional distribution of

the initial signal is s1|q1 ∼ N(q1,
1
τη

), and the investor’ posterior belief about quality conditional on observing s1 is

q1|s1 ∼ N(
τqµ̂g+τηs1
τq+τη

, 1
τq+τη

). Based on (2), the investor’s optimal evaluation is equal to

v(h1, s1, g) =
τqµ̂g + τηs1
τq + τη

− cg =
τq(α̂g + β̂g) + τηs1

τq + τη
− cg (4)

Intuitively, higher signals, taste towards impact venture, higher subjective beliefs in the startup’s ability of making

profits and likelihood of accepting the offer all lead to higher evaluations, such as contact interest ratings or investment

interest ratings. Conditional on observing the same signal and historical performances, the investor’s differential

evaluation of profit-driven ventures and impact ventures is equal to

D(h1, s1) = (
τq

τq + τη
)(µ̂P − µ̂I) + cI = (

τq
τq + τη

)(α̂P − α̂I + β̂P − β̂I) + cIS + cIL (5)

This means that if the investor gives lower evaluations to impact ventures, it can be driven by the following four mech-

anisms: 1) lower expectation in its potential to make profits (α̂I) 2) lower expectation in its availability (β̂I) 3) her

taste against impact ventures (ĉIS) or 4) her expectation in later-stage investors’ taste against impact ventures (ĉIL).

The experimental results directly identify the first two channels for profit-driven investors (i.e., α̂I < α̂P , β̂I < β̂P ).

However, this experiment per se cannot directly identify ĉIS and ĉIL. This leaves room for other alternative explana-

tions for the inconsistency of investors’ beliefs and the impact ventures’ real performances.

Alternative Explanations Based on equation (5), it is easy to tell that even investors beliefs of startups’ quality are

accurate, underestimating other determinants of other investors’ evaluations can still lead to the the same observation.

For example, if investors underestimate later-stage investors’ taste-driven preferences towards impact ventures, this

can also lead to impact ventures’ better performance of raising next-round funding, and hence lower their likelihood

40This signal can be the founding team members’ educational background or previous entrepreneurial experiences.
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of going bankrupt due to these extra funding.

In this partial equilibrium model, as the precision of the signal becomes infinitely accurate (i.e., τη →∞), any differen-

tial treatments of impact ventures and profit-driven ventures are only driven by the investor’s own taste parameters or

her belief of later-stage investors’ taste parameters. However, in the situation where both α and β cannot be accurately

observed, the existence of impact investors may lower profit-driven investors’ expectations in impact ventures’ ability

of making profits (i.e., α).

Suppose there are two types of investors. The first type θ1 is the impact investor with c1IS < 0 and the second type θ2

is the profit-driven investor with c2IS = 0. With probability p ∈ (0, 1), an investor is an impact investor with type θ1.

With probability 1− p ∈ (0, 1), an investor is an impact investor with type θ2.

Inverting equation (4), I can calculate the signal required to receive evaluation v in period 1

s(v, µ̂g, t = 1) = (
τq + τη
τη

)[v1 + c1g]− (
τq
τη

)µ̂1
g with probability p (6)

= (
τq + τη
τη

)[v1 + c1gL + c1gS ]− (
τq
τη

)(α̂1
g + β̂1

g(p))

s(v, µ̂g, t = 1) = (
τq + τη
τη

)[v2 + c2g]− (
τq
τη

)µ̂2
g with probability 1− p (7)

= (
τq + τη
τη

)[v2 + c2gL + c2gS ]− (
τq
τη

)(α̂2
g + β̂2

g(p))

Based on equation (6) & (7), conditional on receiving the same evaluation in period 1, there are two opposite forces

determining the required signal for impact ventures to receive the same evaluation as the profit-driven ventures. On

the one hand, the existence of previous-round impact investors means that impact ventures can produce a lower sig-

nal of quality to receive the same evaluation as the profit-driven ventures because 1) previous impact investors have

taste-driven preferences towards impact ventures (i.e., c1IS < 0, c1IL < 0, c2IL < 0); 2) impact investors expect impact

ventures to have a higher likelihood of accepting their offers (i.e., β̂1
I > β̂1

P ). On the other hand, profit-driven investors

expect impact ventures to have a lower likelihood of accepting their offers (i.e., β̂2
I < β̂2

P ). This increases the required

signal for impact ventures. If the first force dominates, then the existence of previous-round impact investors can lower

the current-round investors’ expectations in impact ventures’ profitability (i.e., Q1).
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5 Conclusion

This paper studies US venture capitalists’ preferences about startups’ ESG characteristics. Despite the progress in

examining the socially responsible investment preferences of retailer investors and investors from mutual funds, pen-

sion funds, and hedge funds, little is known about venture capitalists’ motivations for impact investing and how they

view impact ventures. This question is important given that the private equity market attracts the most allocated

impact investing capital. The venture capital industry also plays a key role in nurturing startups that aim for positive

environmental and social impact. However, answering the question is challenging due to lack of data and multiple

identification challenges.

This paper exploits an Incentivized Resume Rating experiment with real US venture capitalists to overcome the chal-

lenges mentioned above. In collaboration with real incubators, I develop a machine learning matching tool that helps

investors to identify their preferred startups. Then I invite real venture capitalists to try this tool by evaluating multi-

ple startup profiles with randomly assigned missions. Some startups aim for positive environmental and social impact

besides financial gains, while other startups are purely profit-driven. Despite knowing all the profiles are hypothetical,

investors are willing to provide their honest evaluations so that the algorithm helps them to match with better deals

and maximize potential financial awards.

Results show that aiming for ESG impact causally lowers investors’ evaluations of the startup’s quality, which is

consistent with the lower financial returns of impact VC funds documented in the previous literature. Furthermore,

sorting may exist as impact (profit-driven) investors expect impact ventures to be more (less) likely to collaborate with

them in this two-sided matching fund-raising process. This documented channel helps to understand the equilibrium

outcome of sustainable investment in the venture capital industry. Lastly, the belief that impact ventures under-

perform profit-driven ventures mainly hurt white male founders and founders graduating from common universities.

Well-educated founders and minority founders suffer much less from this expectation. Overall, the experimental results

support the “non-pecuniary” motivations of impact investing in the venture capital industry and provide guidance on

impact ventures’ fundraising strategies.

The paper further investigates whether investors’ expectations in social ventures’ underperformance are accurate or

not by comparing social ventures’ performance with profit-driven ventures’ performance during the one year period

after the experiment is completed. Results show that between 2020/07/31-2021/07/31, social ventures are correlated

with higher probability of obtaining another rounds of funding and less likely to go out of business. The outperfor-

mance of impact ventures is especially noticeable in the US. This indicates that US investors may have over-rejected
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impact ventures in the pre-selection stage. Suggestive evidence shows that this over-rejection may partially stem from

investors’ extrapolations of recent impact ventures’ performances before COVID-19. A simple Bayesian model also

demonstrates that when the startup’s quality cannot be accurately observed, the existence of impact investors can

reduce profit-driven investors’ expectations in impact ventures’ profitability. This leaves a room for further improve-

ment of socially responsible investment in the US private equity market.

Future research can replicate this experiment in other countries and at different times. It is also interesting to examine

investors’ evaluations for companies only caring for environmental impact, only social impact, and only governance

impact, separately. Furthermore, it is helpful to investigate the long-run equilibrium of impact investing in the private

equity market.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics of Investors

Panel A: Investor Stated Interest Across Sectors
Sector (Repeatable) N Fraction (%)
Information technology 39 55.7%
Consumers 10 14.3%
Healthcare 17 24.3%
Clean technology 3 4.3%
Business-to-business 7 10.0%
Finance 11 15.7%
Media 4 5.8%
Energy 5 7.1%
Education 3 4.3%
Life sciences 2 2.9%
Transportation & Logistics 4 5.7%
Others 6 8.6%
Industry Agnostic 6 8.6%

Panel B: Investor Stated Interest Across Stages
Stage (Repeatable) N Fraction (%)
Seed Stage 47 67.1%
Series A 45 64.3%
Series B 17 24.3%
Series C or later stages 5 7.1%

Panel C: Investor Stated Demographic Information
N Mean S.D

Female Investor 69 0.20 0.40
Minority Investor 64 0.42 0.50
Senior Investor 69 0.86 0.37

Panel D: Investor Stated Investment Philosophy
N Mean S.D

Cold Email Acceptance 69 0.74 0.44
Prefer ESG 69 0.17 0.14
Direct Investment 69 0.94 0.24
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Continued

Panel E: Available Fund’s Financial Performance
Percentile

N Mean S.D 10 50 90
Total Active Portfolio 54 41.40 44.51 10 24 102
Total Exits 46 32.74 48.39 1 9 110
Fund Age 52 11.75 8.95 3 8.5 25
AUM (Unit: $1 Million) 33 547.46 1029.10 30 111.7 1700
Dry Power (Unit: $1 Million) 33 163.86 307.04 6.43 44.35 313.59

Notes.This table reports descriptive statistics for the investors who participated in the lab-in-field experiment. In total, 69
different investors from 68 institutions, mostly venture funds, provided evaluations of 1216 randomly generated startup profiles.
Panel A reports the sector distribution of investors. Each investor can indicate their interest in multiple industries. “Others”
includes HR tech, Property tech, infrastructure, etc. ”Industry Agnostic” means the investor does not have strong preferences
based on sector. Panel B reports the stage distribution of investors, and each investor can invest in multiple stages. “Seed
Stage” includes pre-seed, angel investment, and late-seed stages. “Series C or later stages” includes growth capital, series C, D,
etc. Panel C reports the demographic information of the recruited investors. “Female” is an indicator variable which equals to
one if the investor is female, and zero otherwise. “Minority” is an indicator variable which equals to one if the investor is Asian,
Hispanic, or African Americans, and zero otherwise. Investors who prefer not to disclose their gender or race are not included
in these variables. “Senior” is equal to one if the investor is in a C-level position, or is a director, partner, or vice president. It
is zero if their position is as an analyst (intern) or associate. “Cold Email Acceptance” is an indicator variable which equals to
one if the investor feels that sending cold call emails is acceptable as long as they are well-written, and zero if the investor feels
that it depends. “Prefer ESG” is an indicator variable which equals to one if the investor prefers ESG related startups, and zero
otherwise. ”Direct Investment” is an indicator variable which equals to one if the investor can directly make the investment,
and zero if their investment is through limited partners or other channels. Panel E provides the financial information of the 68
funds that these investors work for. However, we can only recover parts of their financial information from Pitchbook.
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Table 2: Randomization of Profile Components

Profile Component Randomization Description Analysis Variable

Startup Team Characteristics
First and Last Names Drawn from list of the same names given White Femalea (25%)

selected race and gender as used in Experiment 1 Asian Female (25%)
(See names in Tables B2) White Male (25%)

Asian Male (25%)
Number of Founders The team can have 1 founder or 2 co-founders Single Founder (8/16)
Age Founders’ age is indicated by the graduation year Age

Young VS Old=50% VS 50%
Young: uniformly distributed (2005-2019)
Old: uniformly distributed (1980-2005)

Educational Background Drawn from top school list and common school list Top School (8/16)
(See school list Table B3)

Entrepreneurial Experiences The team can have serial founder(s) or only Serial Founder (8/16)
first-time founder(s)

Startup Project Characteristics
Company Age Founding dates are randomly drawn from Company Age

the following four years {2016, 2017, 2018, 2019}
Comparative Advantages Randomly drawn from a comparative advantage

list (See Tables B4), the number of drawn 1 Advantages (4/16)
advantages is between 1 to 4 2 Advantages (4/16)

3 Advantages (4/16)
4 Advantages (4/16)

Traction Half randomly selected profiles generate no revenue Positive traction (8/16)
Half randomly selected profiles generate positive
revenue. Previous monthly return: uniform
distribution [5K, 80K]; Growth rate: uniform
distribution [5%, 60%]

Company Category Randomly assigned as either B2B or B2C B2B (8/16)
Number of Employees Randomly assigned with one of four categories 0-10 (8/16)

10-20 (8/16)
20-50 (8/16)
50+ (8/16)

Target Market Randomly assigned as either domestic market or Domestic (8/16)
international market

Mission Randomly assigned with one of three categories For profit (8/16)
“For profit”, “For profit, consider IPO within For profit, IPO Plan (4/16)
5 years”, “Besides financial gains, also cares ESG” For profit, ESG (4/16)

Location Randomly assigned as either U.S. or Outside U.S. (70%)
the U.S.

Previous Funding Situation
Number of Existing Investors Randomly assigned as one of the four categories Number of investors

with equal probability {0,1,2,3+}
aThe randomization distribution is to increase the experimental power. Considering that our collaborative incubators have more Asian
and female founders than the normal gender and race distribution, I increased the ratio of female and Asian founders in this experiment to
mimic the distribution of the collaborative incubators, which provides the pool of potential matched startups. Although some investors feel
that providing more information would be helpful, no one complains that the distribution of founding team gender and race is unrealistic.
bIf there are two co-founders in the same founding team, all the founders’ background information is similar to each other. For example, if
the first founder’s age belongs to the young founder category, then the second founder’s age also belongs to the same age category.

Notes. This table provides the randomization of each startup profile’s components and the corresponding analysis variables.
Profile components are listed in the order that they appear on the hypothetical startup profiles. Weights of characteristics
are shown as fractions when they are fixed across subjects (e.g., each subject saw exactly 8/16 resumes with all female team
members) and percentages when they represent a draw from a probability distribution (e.g., for startups with positive revenue
records, the revenue follows a uniform distribution between [5K - 80 K]). Variables in the right-hand column are randomized to
test how investors respond to these analysis variables.
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Table 3: Group-level Evaluation Results About ESG Characteristics

Dependent Variable Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Quality Availability Contact Investment Risk

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A

Has ESG Characteristics -2.65* -0.64 -2.68 -0.36 2.08
(1.41) (1.02) (1.65) (0.25) (3.78)

Has IPO Plan 0.20 -1.87 -2.82 0.11 -1.89
(1.72) (1.25) (2.03) (0.30) (4.34)

Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,216 1,184 1,216 1,176 176
R-squared 0.31 0.53 0.47 0.34 0.25

Panel B

Has ESG Characteristics -2.75** 0.30 -1.27 -0.41** 3.02
(1.17) (0.87) (1.38) (0.21) (3.05)

Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,216 1,184 1,216 1,176 176
R-squared 0.31 0.53 0.47 0.34 0.24

Panel C: Ivy-scaled Coefficient

Ivy League College (Total profiles) 6.36*** -1.07 8.39*** 0.98*** -6.33**
(1.17) (0.87) (1.37) (0.21) (3.10)

ESG/Ivy League College (Panel A) 42% 60% 32% 37% 33%
ESG/Ivy League College (Panel B) 43% 28% 15% 42% 48%

Notes. This tables describes group-level evaluation results about startup’s ESG characteristics. In Panel A, I compare evaluation
results of impact ventures, profit-driven ventures with an IPO plan and pure profit-driven ventures. In Panel B, I group profit-
driven ventures with an IPO plan and other profit-driven ventures together as a large “profit-driven venture” group, and compare
its evaluation results with the impact ventures’ evaluations. Panel C calculates the relative magnitude of the related effect of
startup’s ESG characteristics compared with the effect of graduating from a prestigious university. “Has ESG Characteristics” is
a dummy variable that is equal to one if the startup aims for environmental and social impact besides financial profits, and zero
otherwise. “Has IPO Plan” is a dummy variable that is equal to one if the startup is profit-driven and has an IPO plan within
five years, and zero otherwise. In column (1), the dependent variable is the quality evaluation, which indicates the percentile
rank of each startup profile compared with investor’s previous invested startups in terms of its potential financial returns. In
column (2), the dependent variable is the Availability evaluation, which indicates how likely the investors think the startup
team will accept his/her investment rather than other investors. In column (3), the dependent variable is the contact interest,
which describes the probability that the investor wants to contact this startup. In column (4), the dependent variable is the
investment interest, which describes the relative investment amount compared with the investor’s general investment amount.
For example, if the investor’s average invested deal is $1 and Q4 is equal to 0.5, then it means the investor only wants to invest
$500,000 in this startup. In column (5), the dependent variable is the risk evaluation, which describes the percentile rank of
each startup profile compared with investor’s previous invested startups in terms of its risk level. All the regressions add the
investor fixed effect. Standard errors in parentheses are robust standard errors. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
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Table 4: Implicit Preference about Startup’s ESG Characteristics

Dependent Variable Response Time Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
(Unit: Second) Quality Availability Contact Investment

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Full Sample

Second Half of Study -27.40*** 1.35 4.97*** -0.96 0.25
(2.29) (2.40) (1.67) (2.77) (0.42)

Has ESG Characteristics 2.90 -3.30* 2.42 -4.46* -0.71*
(2.84) (1.91) (1.49) (2.33) (0.36)

Has ESG Characteristics× 1.12 -6.22*** 3.50 0.65
Second Half of Study (2.94) (2.15) (3.44) (0.53)

Has IPO Plan 3.03 -0.95 0.43 0.33 -6.42
(2.38) (1.80) (2.85) (0.44) (5.33)

Has IPO Plan× -5.94* -1.81 -6.86* -0.46
Second Half of Study (3.47) (2.42) (4.07) (0.62)

p-value of “Has ESG Characteristics” 0.26 0.007 0.66 0.65
in the second half of study

Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,216 1,216 1,184 1,216 1,176
R-squared 0.34 0.32 0.53 0.48 0.35

Panel B: High-Stake Situation Q3 > 30

Second Half of Study -27.79*** 1.61 3.88** -1.03 -0.06
(2.86) (2.45) (1.73) (2.32) (0.49)

Has ESG Characteristics 6.89** -4.10* 3.26** -4.66** -0.75*
(3.38) (2.10) (1.63) (2.09) (0.44)

Has ESG Characteristics× 1.75 -5.91*** 3.02 0.78
Second Half of Study (3.14) (2.18) (2.91) (0.62)

Has IPO Plan 1.42 3.18 1.44 0.44 0.26
(3.77) (2.48) (1.72) (2.22) (0.51)

Has IPO Plan× -5.79 -2.72 -4.05 0.03
Second Half of Study (3.70) (2.44) (3.25) (0.72)

p-value of “Has ESG Characteristics” 0.20 0.04 0.34 0.82
in the second half of study

Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 849 849 817 849 811
R-squared 0.36 0.34 0.62 0.46 0.37
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Notes. This table reports regression results of what investors’ implicit judgements respond to startup’s ESG charac-
teristics. Panel A uses all the evaluation results. Panel B focuses on the high-stake situation where Q3 > 30. “Second
Half of Study” is an indicator variable for startup profiles shown among the last half resumes viewed by an investor.
“Has ESG Characteristics” is a dummy variable that is equal to one if the startup has an ESG-related mission, and
zero otherwise. “Has IPO Plan” is a dummy variable that is equal to one if the startup is profit-driven and has an
IPO plan within five years, and zero otherwise. Fixed effects for subjects are included in all specifications. In column
(1), the dependent variable is investors’ response time, which is defined as the number of seconds before each page
submission, winsorized at the 95th percentile (59.23 seconds on average). Columns (2)-(6) show the quality evalua-
tion, Availability evaluation, contact interest, and investment interest, separately. R-squared is indicated for each OLS
regression. Standard errors in parentheses are robust standard errors. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
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Table 5: Investors’ ESG Preference in High-stake Situations

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Dependent Variable Quality Availability Contact Investment

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A. Q3> 30
Has ESG Characteristics -3.14** 0.27 -3.13** -0.34

(1.50) (1.06) (1.43) (0.29)
Has IPO Plan 0.47 0.04 -1.37 0.28

(1.80) (1.21) (1.62) (0.35)
Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 849 817 849 811
R-squared 0.33 0.62 0.45 0.37

Panel B. Q3> 35
Has ESG Characteristics -3.35** 0.03 -3.20** -0.39

(1.50) (1.06) (1.39) (0.29)
Has IPO Plan 0.27 -0.47 -0.99 0.40

(1.81) (1.19) (1.57) (0.34)
Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 814 782 814 781
R-squared 0.35 0.63 0.43 0.39

Panel C. Q3> 40
Has ESG Characteristics -3.09** -0.38 -3.09** -0.34

(1.53) (1.03) (1.33) (0.29)
Has IPO Plan -0.12 -1.12 -1.41 0.37

(1.83) (1.14) (1.48) (0.34)
Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 758 726 758 727
R-squared 0.38 0.67 0.45 0.44

Notes. This table tests the effect of the startup’s ESG characteristics on investors’ evaluation ratings in high-stake
situations (i.e., when investors evaluate more attractive startups). Motivated by Figure 5, I choose three thresholds to
define high stake situations (i.e., Q3 > 30, Q3 > 35, Q3 > 40). Panel A, B and C focus on the situation where investors’
likelihood of contacting the startup team is more than 30%, 35%, and 40% separately. “Has ESG Characteristics”
is an indicator equal to one if the startup has an ESG-related mission, and zero otherwise. “Has IPO Plan” is an
indicator equal to one if the startup is profit-driven and has an IPO plan within five years, and zero otherwise. All
the regression results add the investor fixed effect. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 6: Effect of Startups’ ESG Characteristics on Investors’ Attention

Full Sample Q3 > 30 Q3 > 35 Q4 > 40
Dependent Variable Response Time Response Time Response Time Response Time

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A: Not Control Beliefs

Has ESG Characteristics 2.90 6.89** 6.56* 8.16**
(2.84) (3.38) (3.48) (3.53)

Has IPO Plan -2.10 1.42 0.64 3.15
(3.13) (3.77) (3.91) (3.94)

Second Half of Study -27.40*** -27.79*** -27.53*** -26.90***
(2.29) (2.86) (2.89) (2.93)

Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,216 849 814 758
R-squared 0.34 0.36 0.35 0.37

Panel B: Control Beliefs

Has ESG Characteristics 4.10 8.41** 8.10** 10.17***
(2.82) (3.36) (3.46) (3.44)

Has IPO Plan -1.56 1.95 1.23 4.06
(3.06) (3.64) (3.79) (3.79)

Second Half of Study -27.12*** -27.00*** -26.65*** -25.85***
(2.30) (2.87) (2.90) (2.92)

Q1 0.01 -0.04 -0.06 -0.03
(0.06) (0.09) (0.09) (0.10)

Q2 0.16** 0.19 0.17 0.20
(0.08) (0.13) (0.14) (0.15)

Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,184 817 782 726
R-squared 0.35 0.37 0.37 0.38

Notes. This table examines the effect of the startup’s ESG characteristics on investors’ attention paid on evaluating
each profile. The dependent variable is investors’ response time, which is defined as the number of seconds before each
page submission, winsorized at the 95th percentile (59.23 seconds on average). Column (1) tests all the evaluation
results. Columns (2)-(4) focus on the high-stake situation where the investor indicates higher likelihood of contacting
the startup. Motivated by Figure 5, I choose three thresholds to define high stake situations (i.e., Q3 > 30, Q3 >
35, Q3 > 40). Columns (2)-(4) stand for the situation where investors’ likelihood of contacting the startup team is
more than 30%, 35%, and 40% separately. Results are similar for Q3 > 45. “Second Half of Study” is an indicator
variable for startup profiles shown among the last half resumes viewed by an investor. “Has ESG Characteristics”
is an indicator equal to one if the startup has an ESG-related mission, and zero otherwise. “Has IPO Plan” is an
indicator equal to one if the startup is profit-driven and has an IPO plan within five years, and zero otherwise. All
the regression results add the investor fixed effect. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 7: Heterogeneous Effect of Evaluation Results (Investment Philosophy/Industry))

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Dependent Variable Quality Availability Contact Investment

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Has ESG Characteristics -2.44 -1.34 -3.02* -0.39

(1.51) (1.10) (1.74) (0.26)

Has IPO Plan 0.47 -1.84 -2.35 0.27
(1.85) (1.35) (2.16) (0.32)

Impact Investor -29.58*** 23.49*** -32.72*** -1.62
(8.74) (4.72) (9.59) (1.68)

Has ESG Characteristics -1.99 6.55** 3.30 0.28
× Impact Investor (4.33) (2.74) (5.30) (0.83)

Has IPO Plan -2.57 -0.28 -4.50 -1.42
× Impact Investor (5.00) (3.23) (6.09) (0.96)

Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,216 1,184 1,216 1,176
R-squared 0.31 0.53 0.47 0.35

Notes. This table reports the heterogeneous effect of the startup’s ESG characteristics on investors’ evaluation ratings
based on investors’ investment philosophies. “‘Has ESG Characteristics” is a dummy variable that is equal to one if
the startup has an ESG-related mission, and zero otherwise. “Has IPO Plan” is a dummy variable that is equal to
one if the startup is profit-driven and has an IPO plan within five years, and zero otherwise. “Impact Investor” is
a dummy variable that is equal to one if the investor’s preferred industries contain the following wording: “energy”,
“clean”, “climate”, “recycle”, “impact”, ‘environmental‘”, “ESG”, “jobs”, “livelihood” or the investor’s investment
philosophy explicitly focuses on impact investing, and zero otherwise. “Has ESG Characteristics × Impact Investor”
and “Has IPO Plan × Impact Investor” are the corresponding interaction terms of “Has ESG Characteristics” and
“Impact Investor”, and ‘Has IPO Plan” and “Impact Investor”, respectively. All the regression results add the investor
fixed effect. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 8: Heterogeneous Effect of Implicit ESG Preference (Investment Philosophy/Industry)

Dependent Variable Response Time Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
(Unit: Second) Quality Availability Contact Investment

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Panel A: Impact Investors

Second Half of Study -27.26*** -3.97 2.31 -13.23* -0.47
(8.14) (6.64) (3.84) (7.82) (1.30)

Has ESG Characteristics 9.35 -8.79* 10.39*** -3.70 -1.15
(9.18) (5.12) (3.19) (7.44) (1.17)

Has ESG Characteristics× 8.18 -9.48* 8.55 1.91
Second Half of Study (8.28) (5.10) (10.13) (1.56)

Has IPO Plan 7.31 -3.54 -2.40 -8.78 -1.90
(10.84) (5.32) (3.61) (7.54) (1.39)

Has IPO Plan× 2.53 1.50 0.76 1.81
Second Half of Study (9.97) (5.80) (11.19) (1.82)

Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 128 128 128 128 128
R-squared 0.31 0.45 0.41 0.51 0.17

Panel A: Profit-driven Investors

Second Half of Study -27.36*** 1.98 5.31*** 0.49 0.34
(2.38) (2.57) (1.81) (2.95) (0.45)

Has ESG Characteristics 2.14 -2.67 1.52 -4.50* -0.65*
(2.99) (2.04) (1.62) (2.45) (0.38)

Has ESG Characteristics× 0.29 -5.89** 2.82 0.49
Second Half of Study (3.14) (2.33) (3.65) (0.56)

Has IPO Plan -3.20 3.85 -0.69 1.57 0.65
(3.26) (2.60) (1.98) (3.07) (0.46)

Has IPO Plan× -6.97* -2.38 -8.08* -0.79
Second Half of Study (3.71) (2.62) (4.35) (0.65)

Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,088 1,088 1,056 1,088 1,048
R-squared 0.34 0.30 0.54 0.48 0.36

Notes. This table report regression results of impact investors’ and profit-driven investors’ implicit preference on
startup ESG characteristics. Panel A focuses on impact investors. Panel B focuses on profit-driven investors. “Has
ESG Characteristics” is a dummy variable that is equal to one if the startup has an ESG-related mission, and zero
otherwise. “Has IPO Plan” is a dummy variable that is equal to one if the startup is profit-driven and has an IPO plan
within five years, and zero otherwise. “Second Half of Study” is an indicator variable for startup profiles shown among
the second half of the experiment. Fixed effects for subjects are included in all specifications. In column (1), the
dependent variable is investors’ response time, which is defined as the number of seconds before each page submission,
winsorized at the 95th percentile (59.23 seconds on average). Columns (2)-(6) show the quality evaluation, availability
evaluation, contact interest, and investment interest, separately. R-squared is indicated for each OLS regression.
Standard errors in parentheses are robust standard errors. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
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Table 9: Impact of ESG for Minority Founders and Majority Founders

Dependent Variable Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Quality Availability Contact Investment
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: White Male Founders

Has ESG Characteristics -7.04** -3.38 -8.40** -1.21**
(2.99) (2.37) (3.63) (0.56)

Has IPO Plan -2.53 -5.84** -6.80* -0.66
(3.52) (2.87) (3.78) (0.65)

Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 325 317 325 316
R-squared 0.41 0.56 0.58 0.42

Panel B: Minority Founders

Has ESG Characteristics -1.74 -0.04 -0.95 -0.22
(1.69) (1.21) (1.92) (0.30)

Has IPO Plan 1.10 -0.62 -0.37 0.40
(2.02) (1.42) (2.40) (0.36)

Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 891 867 891 860
R-squared 0.34 0.55 0.48 0.37

Notes. This table reports regression results of the heterogeneous impact of startups’ ESG characteristics for majority
founders (i.e., white male founders) and minority founders (i.e., Asian founders or female founders). Panel A focuses
on evaluations of profiles with white male founders. Panel B focuses on profiles with Asian founders or female founders.
The dependent variables in columns (1)-(4) are the quality evaluations, Availability evaluations, contact interests and
investment interests separately. “Has ESG Characteristics” is a dummy variable that is equal to one if the startup
has an ESG-related mission, and zero otherwise. “Has IPO Plan” is a dummy variable that is equal to one if the
startup is profit-driven and has an IPO plan within five years, and zero otherwise. Investor Fixed effects for subjects
are included in all specifications. R-squared is indicated for each OLS regression. Standard errors in parentheses are
robust standard errors. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
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Table 10: Impact of ESG for Founders From Prestigious Colleges and Common Colleges

Dependent Variable Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Quality Availability Contact Investment
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Panel A: Founders from Ivy Leagues

Has ESG Characteristics -3.52* 0.24 -0.17 -0.09
(2.02) (1.47) (2.57) (0.41)

Has IPO Plan -2.77 -2.92 -4.78 -0.47
(2.59) (1.93) (3.35) (0.50)

Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 534 519 534 515
R-squared 0.39 0.57 0.50 0.39

Panel B: Founders from Common Col-
leges

Has ESG Characteristics -3.25 -1.52 -5.72** -0.74**
(2.00) (1.47) (2.24) (0.32)

Has IPO Plan 1.28 -1.68 -1.38 0.49
(2.39) (1.74) (2.68) (0.39)

Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 682 665 682 661
R-squared 0.32 0.56 0.53 0.40

Notes. This table reports regression results of the heterogeneous impact of startups’ ESG characteristics for well-
educated founders (i.e., founders from Ivy League colleges) and founders from common colleges. Panel A focuses on
evaluations of profiles with Ivy League founders. Panel B focuses on profiles with founders from common colleges.
The dependent variables in columns (1)-(4) are the quality evaluations, Availability evaluations, contact interests and
investment interests separately. “Has ESG Characteristics” is a dummy variable that is equal to one if the startup
has an ESG-related mission, and zero otherwise. “Has IPO Plan” is a dummy variable that is equal to one if the
startup is profit-driven and has an IPO plan within five years, and zero otherwise. Investor Fixed effects for subjects
are included in all specifications. R-squared is indicated for each OLS regression. Standard errors in parentheses are
robust standard errors. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1
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Table 11: Compare the Performance of Impact Ventures and Profit-driven Ventures

Raised New Funding Out of Business IPO/Acquisition

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A. Global Startups

Has ESG Characteristics 0.037*** 0.034*** -0.019*** -0.017*** -0.000 -0.001
(0.007) (0.006) (0.004) (0.003) (0.001) (0.001)

Observations 50,646 50,646 50,646 50,646 50,646 50,646
R-squared 0.06 0.10 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.06
Control No Yes No Yes No Yes
Location FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Stage FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Panel B. U.S. Startups

Has ESG Characteristics 0.034*** 0.038*** -0.026*** -0.025*** 0.000 -0.000
(0.010) (0.010) (0.005) (0.005) (0.003) (0.003)

Observations 18,748 18,748 18,748 18,748 18,748 18,748
R-squared 0.05 0.13 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.06
Control No Yes No Yes No Yes
Location FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Stage FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Panel C. Early-Stage Startups

Has ESG Characteristics 0.040*** 0.033*** -0.025*** -0.020*** -0.000 -0.000
(0.008) (0.008) (0.004) (0.004) (0.001) (0.001)

Observations 36,573 36,573 36,572 27,787 36,572 36,572
R-squared 0.06 0.18 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.06
Control No Yes No Yes No Yes
Location FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Industry FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Notes. This table tests whether impact ventures underperform profit-driven ventures during the 1 year period after the
experiment (i.e., 2020/07/31-2021/07/31). The sample contains all the startups which has received funding between
2017/01/01 and 2020/07/31 based on the Pitchbook data. Panel A examines the performance of global startups. Panel
B focuses on the performance of only U.S. startups, defined as startups whose headquarters are located in the U.S. Due
to the existence of singleton observation among U.S. startups, the number of observations between different columns
can be slightly different in Panel B. Panel C zooms into startups which just raised their early-stage funding. In columns
(1) and (2) of each panel, the dependent variable is an indicator equal to one if the startup either successfully raised
new funding from the venture capital industry or the deal is in progress during 2020/07/31-2021/07/31. In columns
(3) and (4), the dependent variable is an indicator equal to one if the startup’s business status is “out of business”
in 2021/10. Ideally I should use the business status in 2021/07/31, however, this information is not available to me.
“out of business” is defined as either “File Bankruptcy” or “Out of Business” in Pitchbook. Results are similar after
including cases where the website does not function anymore, such as reporting a 404 error. In columns (5) and (6),
the dependent variable is an indicator equal to one if the startup filed an IPO or was acquired between 2020/07/31
and 2021/07/31. Columns (2), (4), and (6) include investor fixed effects. Control Variables include the following
available last updated startup characteristics before 2020/07/31: number of deals, founding years, log raised amount
of the latest deal. ‘Has ESG Characteristics” is an indicator equal to one if the startup is defined as an ESG-related
startups based on the keyword method, and zero otherwise. ‘Has E Characteristics” is an indicator equal to one if the
startup aims for positive environmental impact based on the environment-related keyword method, and zero otherwise.
Robust standard errors clustered at the headquarter location level are reported in parentheses. Significance: *p < 0.10,
**p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table 12: Correlation Between Self-reported Information and Real World Investment Behaviors

Self-reported Self-reported
Impact Investors Impact Investors

Fraction of Impact Investing 1.34*** Fraction of Impact Funds 0.36**
(0.29) (0.15)

Observations 64 Observations 65
R-squared 0.30 R-squared 0.18

Notes. This table examines the correlation between self-reported information in the experiment and investors’ real
world investment decisions. “Self-reported Impact Investors” is an indicator equal to one if the investor claims to care
more about impact investing or work in ESG-related industries in the IRR experiment. “Fraction of Impact Investing”
indicates the fraction of ESG-related deals in their VC companies’ involved deals between 2017/01/01-2021/10/31.
“Fraction of Impact Funds” is an indicator equal to one if the investor worked in any impact funds between 2017/01/01-
2021/10/31, and zero otherwise. Impact funds are defined by whether a VC fund/company emphasizes their impact
investing strategies on their websites.
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Figures

Figure 1: Geographical Distribution of Global Investors

Figure 2: Geographical Distribution of US Investors
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Figure 3: Experiment A Flow Chart
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Figure 4: Experiment A Incentive Structure
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Figure 5: Effect of Startup’s ESG Characteristics across the Contact Interest Distribution

Notes: This figure demonstrates the effect of startup’s ESG characteristics across the contact interest distribution
using the profiles evaluated. Quality is measured by Q3 (“contact interest ratings”). Panel A and B use all the
profiles evaluated, and Panel C and D only use the second half profiles of the IRR Experiment, which potentially
have less noises. Panel A and C provide the empirical CDF for startup’s ESG of investors’ contact interest rat-
ing (i.e. Pr(Contact Interest > x|ESG Startups) and Pr(Contact Interest > x|Profit-driven Startups)). Panel B
and D provide the OLS coefficient estimates (i.e. Pr(Contact Interest > x|ESG Startups) − Pr(Contact Interest >
x|Profit-driven Startups)) and the corresponding 95% confidence level.
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Figure 6: Interaction Effect across the Contact Interest Distribution

Notes: This figure demonstrates the interaction effect of startup’s ESG characteristics and the founder’s minority
membership, and the founder’s educational background across the contact interest distribution using the profiles
evaluated. Panel A and C use the second half profiles, which potentially have less noises. Panel B and D use the
total profiles of the IRR Experiment. Panel A and B provide the OLS coefficient estimates of the interaction effect
of startup’s ESG characteristics and whether the team members are female or Asian, and the corresponding 95%
confidence level. Panel C and D provide the OLS coefficient estimates of the interaction effect of startup’s ESG
characteristics and the founding team’s educational background, and the corresponding 95% confidence level.
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Figure 8: Impact Ventures’ Relative Likelihood of Raising New Funding

Notes: This figure compares the likelihood of raising new funding for impact ventures and conventional ventures using
Pitchbook data that covers all the deals starting from 2017/01/01-2021/07/31. The y-axis describes that conditional
on successfully raising funding in the previous one year, how being an impact venture is associated with the likelihood
of raising new funding in the next one year compared to being a conventional venture after controlling for number of
previous deals, founding years, and log raised amount of the latest deal. The 95% confidence interval of each coefficient
is also reported. Panel A tests global startups recorded by Pitchbook. Panel B examines the situation of US startups.
Panel C focuses on early stage startups. Panel D zooms into early stage US startups.
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Figure 9: Percentage of Impact Ventures in Total IPOs between 1970 and 2020

Notes: This figure depicts how the percentage of impact ventures in total ventures with a successful IPO changes from
2000 to 2020 by using the SDC Platinum Database on venture-backed IPOs. The y-axis represents the ratio of the
number of impact ventures with successful IPOs and total number of companies with successful IPOs in each specific
year.
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Appendix

A Data Construction Process

a. Individual-level venture capitalist contact information
To recruit real U.S. venture capitalists, I use the contact information collected by Zhang (2020b). The detailed data
collection process is provided in the Online Appendix of Zhang (2020b).

b. Experiment Participants’ deal level data
As I can observe each experiment participant’s name and the affiliated venture capital firm, I manually collect their
involved deals on both the Pitchbook Platform and the Crunchbase Platform. Since the individual-level deal infor-
mation is not always available, I complement with the investor’s company-level deal information. Pitchbook records
details on each VC firms’ deal-level information and the invested companies’ business description and founding teams’
demographic information. All the startup characteristics data, such as the startup’s industry, location and business
categories, are all provided by the Pitchbook data.

c. Startup Performance Data
To track whether a startup successfully exits through IPO or acquisition, I merge SDC Platinum VentureXpert
Database with Pitchbook Database through the company’s website addresses.41 Furthermore, as Pitchbook also
contains the startup’s ownership information (IPO/Privately held/Acquired/Out of Business), I can double check and
complement the IPO and M&A information provided by the VentureXpert Database. To check whether a startup
has been bankrupt or out of business, I mainly use Pitchbook’s “ownershipstatus” variable, which indicates whether
the startup still generates revenue or has gone out of business/bankrupt. Furthermore, Pitchbook also records each
startup’s fundraising history, enabling me to check whether a startup has successfully raised the next round of invest-
ment from venture capitalists between 2020/07/31-2021/07/31.

41Fuzzy matching using the company’s names does not perform well compared to merging using the company’s website.
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Table A1: Keywords Used for Identifying Impact Ventures

affordable homes agricultural sensors air filtration air pollution
alkaline any else in the tribe argi-tech base of the pyramid
bio remediation bio-remediation bioenergy biomass
charity clean clean air clean energy
clean tech clean water clean-tech climate
containment system crop enhancement crop yield optimization disabilities
disadvantaged donate donation driving hazards
e-waste eco-friendly elderly care electric vehicle charging
electric vehicles employee benefits energy conservation energy monitoring
environmental compliance environmental impact environmentally clean environmentally conscious
environmentally sustainable esg ethically conscious fight hunger
filtration food waste fossil fuel-free fuel cells
gas sensor gasification green energy greenhouse
human right hydrogen impact investing impact investment
indigenous invest ethical leak detection leather substitute
less waste low carbon low-carbon low-income
lower-carbon minerals minority-owned mission driven
mission investing mission-driven natural ingredients nonprofit
nutritious food ocean conditions oil spill organic
pollution control poverty pre-owned purpose-driven
recycl recycling technology regulatory compliance tech renewable
resale social challenge social finance social good
social impact socially conscious socially responsible soil cleanup
soil remediation solar surplus products sustainable
sustainable agriculture sustainable development sustainable economic development sustainable farming
sustainable forestry sustainable investment sustainable water tidal power
tidal turbine underrepresented underserved used items
waste recycling waste services wastewater wastewater treatment
water analysis water efficiency water footprint water management
water tracking water waste wind farms women business
women owned

Notes. This table provides the list of keywords used to identify the impact ventures in the Pitchbook Database. The
following keywords are removed from the list in Barber et al. (2020) as they never appear in the startups’ descrip-
tions: “bottom of the pyramid”, “community invest”, “double bottom line”, “dual bottom-line”, “environmental objec-
tive”, “environmentally motivated”, “ethical invest”, “ethical objectives”, “ethically motivated”, “ethically-conscious”,
“impoverished”, “investing ethical”, “minority community”, “missing middle”, “mission driven”, “mission related”,
“mission-related”, “S.R.I.”, “social objectives”, “social responsible”, “socially motivated”, “socially-motivated”, “SRI”,
“sustainable property”, “tribe”, “triple bottom line” and “triple bottom-line”. I also add several new keywords to the
list as impact ventures cover broader business descriptions compared to impact funds.
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B IRR Experiment

B.1 Startup Profile Construction Process

B.1.1 Startup Team Characteristics (Human Capital Assets)

Other related characteristics. —Besides the gender, race, age and education background, I also randomize the
following startup team characteristics, which are usually available on public platforms like LinkedIn, AngelList or
CrunchBase. Such characteristics include the number of startup founders (1 or 2) and the founder’s previous en-
trepreneurial experience. In order to accommodate investors from different industries, I use the wording “serial
entrepreneur” to indicate the founding team’s previous experiences.

B.1.2 Startup Project Characteristics (Non-human Capital Assets)

Comparative Advantages. —To indicate the quality of the startup project, I randomly generated a subset of
common comparative advantages in the startups and use the number of these advantages to suggest the quality.
However, considering that different comparative advantages are valued by investors from different industries 42, I also
asked investors which of the comparative advantages they would care among the 10 comparative advantages used at
the end of the tool and used the number of such cared comparative advantages to confirm the results. The comparative
advantage list is provided in Table B4.

Traction. —Traction is also an important indicator of the startup’s financial situation and is measured by the
previous monthly revenue and the annual revenue growth rate. Considering that we target early-stage investors, half
of the startup profiles do not generate positive revenue yet and the other half have generated positive revenue. The
range of the previous monthly revenue and the annual revenue growth rate comes from Pitchbook, which is biased
towards more mature companies43.

Mission (ESG) —How ESG criteria affects investors’ decision is an important institutional question that draws
more and more attention from both practitioners and researchers recently. In order to randomize the company’s ESG
criteria, I introduced a random carriable called “Mission”, which indicates whether such startups are purely profit
driven (i.e. the control group, most commonly observed startups), profit driven with an IPO plan within 5 years (i.e.
treatment 1 group ) or also care about its environmental and social impact (i.e. treatment 1 group , social ventures).
The description of the ESG related mission is extracted from real social ventures.

Other related characteristics —Apart from the project characteristics mentioned above, I also added the following
characteristics usually available on CrunchBase to enrich the startup profiles: startup founded date, company category
(B2B 44 or B2C), number of employees, targeted market and location. Since the investors recruited in this experiment
are the U.S. investors, I only create two categories in terms of location, which includes the U.S. and outside the U.S.,
in order to test any potential home bias channels.

B.1.3 Previous Fund-raising Situation

Number of existing investors — Some investors may reply on previous investors’ behaviors to make their decisions
rather than reply on their own private information, especially when the previous investors are successful. Such herding
behavior is documented in the IPO setting where subsequent investors ignore their private information and imitate
earlier investors (Bikhchandani, Hirshleifer and Welch (1992)) and explained by informational cascades (Bikhchandani

42For example, investors in the tech industry may care more about the registered intellectual properties in order to create the entry
barriers while investors in the fashion industry may care more about the celebrity endorsement rather than any tech related advantages.

43The growth rate of some early stage startups can be 100% to 200% while most of the startups recorded in Pitchbook are from 20% to
80%.

44Business to business or business to customers. Such category may affect investor’s expectation since it is closely related to the startup’s
underlying business models. See the discussion of Tomasz Tungus’ twitter, who is an investor at Redpoint.
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et al. (1992)). In order to test this behavior in the primary market, I also randomize the information of existing
investors to indicate other investors’ decisions similar to Bernstein et al. (2017). Existing investors’ information is
also available on multiple platforms like CrunchBase, Pitchbook or CB Insights. However, one limitation of such
randomization is that I did not provide further background information of existing investors’ financial background
or reputation. Future researchers can provide more background information in order to better test such theoretical
hypothesis.

Table B2: Full Names Populating Profile Tool

Asian Female White Female Asian Male White Male
Cynthia Huynh Amber Morris Evan Liu Patrick Kelly
Jennifer Tang Erica Carpenter Alan Wu Stephen Bennett
Amanda Cheung Anna Hoffman Bryan Liang Steven Martin
Christina Chang Amanada Gray William Chung Jeremy White
Linda Chung Tiffany Roberts Nicholas Wang Jason Adams
Brittany Yi Lisa Taylor Charles Luu Donald Schultz
Megan Ho Karen Carroll Zachary Ho Jack Wright
Emily Xu Danielle Collins Marcus Yoon Victor Becker
Jacqueline Lin Megan Bennett George Thao Michael Hughes
Kayla Wang Brenda Cox Vincent Huynh Keith Meyer
Cassandra Kwon Kathleen Phillips Luke Yang Anthony Roberts
Julie Chan Amber Sullivan Justin Dinh Justin Cooper
Monica Luong Madeline Walsh Matt Hoang Benjamin Hill
Amber Hoang Abigail Kelly Jacob Xu Mark Myers
Sara Truong Alicia Cook Donald Choi Phillip Baker
Katrina Tsai Amanda Jensen Dennis Lin Vincent Peterson
Abigail Zhao Angela Larson Victor Kwon Dennis Reed
Vanessa Choi Hayley Thompson Jason Pham Frank Phillips
Patricia Li Christine Campbell Eric Duong Shane Taylor
Lisa Zhou Caroline Parker Stephen Hsu William Welch
Caroline Lu Kristy Baker Kevin Jiang Bryan Ward
Melissa Hwang Tina Reed Jeffrey Chen Ian Russell
Mary Pham Sara Burke Erik Luong Brian Wilson
Amy Hu Victoria Snyder Philip Zhao Seth Schwartz
Jenna Nguyen Molly Weaver Jeremy Yu Jared Walsh
Margaret Liang Melissa Stone Seth Truong Zachary Parker
Danielle Liu Melanie Wilson Ian Zhou John Carpenter
Megan Dinh Rachael Ward Matthew Chang Jeffery Cook
Melanie Yang Elizabeth Miller Scott Lu Nathan Nelson
Amanda Thao Mary Hill Sean Hwang Matthew Rogers
Sarah Yu Amy Moore Patrick Hu George Barker
Nichole Liu Vanessa Smith Mark Chan Sean Beck
Christine Cho Teresa Anderson Jack Zhu David Hall
Victoria Xiong Catherine Schultz Timothy Cheng Andrew Miller
Teresa Wong Heather Martin Benjamin Nguyen Peter Keller
Kara Yoon Kathryn Myers Steven Tang Luke Jensen
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Continued
Asian Female White Female Asian Male White Male
Kathleen Cheng Katie Meyer Travis Wong Kevin Hansen
Angela Wu Valerie Price David Zheng Dustin Sullivan
Catherine Zheng Melinda Evans Paul Ngo Philip Morris
Hayley Huang Sandra Wright Anthony Yi Evan Moore
Karen Ngo Christina Russell Shane Huang Paul Burke
Elizabeth Duong Kayla Allen Robert Zhang Matt Price
Laura Luu Jacqueline Schmidt Kenneth Tsai Marcus Collins
Rebecca Hsu Jennifer Welch Richard Xiong Richard Thompson
Melinda Zhang Michelle Nelson Brian Cho Thomas Snyder
Katherine Le Sarah Fisher Joel Le Christopher Larson
Tara Jiang Brittany Rogers Michael Li Travis Gray
Alicia Zhu Grace Keller Trevor Cheung Charles Hoffman
Molly Huynh Julie Beck Adam Liu Joel Stone
Samantha Tang Monica Cooper Peter Wu Joseph Allen

Notes. This table provides the name lists of hypothetical startup founders used in the survey tool. 50 names were
selected to be highly indicative of each combination of race and gender. Considering the White and Asian startup
founders account for most of the highly innovative startups, we only have four combinations listed above: Asian
Female, White Female, Asian Male, White Male. A name drawn from these lists was displayed at the beginning part
of the startup profiles and in the questions used to evaluate the resumes. First and last names were linked every time
as they appeared and the combinations of first and last names are randomly generated. Considering that Asian and
White Americans have very similar naming patterns as documented by Fryer Jr and Levitt (2004) I choose their first
names from the same name pool. After I generated a list of potential full name candidates, we further checked these
names to make sure that there are no names owned by famous startup founders or CEOs.
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Table B3: Education Background (School List)

School Category Universities Percentage
(Top School) Brown University 50%
Example Columbia University

Cornell University
Dartmouth College
Harvard University
Princeton University
University of Pennsylvania
Yale University
California Institute of Technology
MIT
Northwestern University
Stanford University
University of Chicago

(Common School) Thomas Jefferson University(153) 50%
Example University of Arkansas(153)

Hofstra University(162)
University of Mississippi (162)
Virginia Commonwealth University (162)
Adelphi University (166)
University of Maryland-Baltimore County(166)
University of Rhod Island(166)
St.John’s University (179)
University of Detroit Mercy (179)
University of Idaho (179)
Biola University (185)
Chatham University (185)
Bellarmine University (197)
Bethel University (197)
Loyola University New Orleans (197)
Robert Morris University (202)
Regis University (202)
Widener University(202)
Laurentian University (Canada)
Auburn University (104)
Rochester Institute of Technology (104)
University of Tulsa (121)
DePaul University (125)

Notes. This table provides the school list used to generate the education background of each hypothetical startup
founder. The percentage of top school and common school is 50% VS 50% to increase the power. Also, for highly
innovative startups, their founders are more likely to graduate from prestigious universities. Top schools refer to the
Ivy League schools (Brown University, Columbia University, Cornell University, Dartmouth College, Harvard Univer-
sity, Princeton University, University of Pennsylvania, and Yale University) as well as other top U.S. schools (Amherst
College, California Institute of Technology, Duke University, MIT, Northwestern University, Stanford University, Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, University of Chicago, and Williams College). Considering the incubators that we
collaborate with have more connections with Columbia University and Stanford University, we give more weight on
these universities. Common Schools are those who are ranked lower than the 150th based on the US News 2020 ranking
results and I add a Canadian common school since one of the incubators is from Canada.
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Table B4: Company Comparative Advantage

Advantage Category Description
(Product) trade secrets/patents registered

celebrity endorsement
exclusive partnerships
accumulated many pilot consumers
adoption of the latest technology
pricing advantage
great product design
1st mover

(Cost) lower cost
economies of scale

Total 100%

Notes. I use the number of the corresponding comparative advantages as a measure of the quality of the startup
project. For each startup profile, the subset of comparative advantages is randomly drawn from the 10 advantages
listed above.
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Table B5: Incentives Designed for Different Evaluation Questions

Evaluation Questions Matching Incentive Monetary Incentive Matching and Monetary Incentive
(Version 2) (Version 1)

Q1 (quality evaluation) Yes Yes Yes
Q2 (availability evaluation) Yes No Yes
Q3 (contact interest) Yes No Yes
Q4 (investment interest) Yes No Yes
Q5 (risk evaluation) Yes N/A Yes

Notes. This tables describes how different types of incentives affect each evaluation question. Column 1 shows that the matching
incentive, which identifies the matched startups using the matching algorithm, works for all five of the evaluation questions. I
sent Version 2 recruitment emails, instruction posters, and consent forms to investors who only receive this matching incentive.
Column 2 shows that the monetary incentive, which provides a lottery opportunity, only incentivizes Q1 (the evaluation of the
startup quality evaluations) because the financial returns for the lottery winners only depends on the belief of the startup’s
financial return. Column 3 shows that combining the matching and the monetary incentive together can also incentivize all five
questions. I sent Version 1 recruitment emails, instruction posters, and consent forms to investors who received both incentives.
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Table B6: Incentive Structure Comparison

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Has ESG Characteristics -2.24 -0.74 -2.83 -0.38
(1.52) (1.13) (1.74) (0.27)

Has ESG Characteristics × -2.87 0.69 1.08 0.14
Matching (4.14) (2.60) (5.15) (0.68)

Has IPO Plan 1.17 -1.68 -2.50 0.17
(1.87) (1.39) (2.19) (0.33)

Has IPO Plan × -6.72 -1.32 -2.20 -0.37
Matching (4.74) (2.92) (5.86) (0.79)

Matching -10.54 47.73*** 13.20*** -0.76
(9.85) (4.23) (3.91) (1.77)

Investor FEs Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,216 1,184 1,216 1,176
R-squared 0.32 0.53 0.47 0.34

Notes. This table compares investors’ evaluation results of the startup’s ESG related characteristics who are recruited
by the following two incentive structures: “matching incentive + monetary incentive“ and the “matching incentive”.
“Matching” is an indicator that equals to 1 when only the matching incentive is provided is the recruitment process,
and zero otherwise. The dependent variables in columns (1)-(4) are the quality evaluations, loyalty evaluations,
contact interests, and investment interests. All regression specifications add fixed effects for each investor. ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 indicate statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
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Table B7: Correlation Between Mechanisms Evaluations and Decision Evaluations

Dependent Variable Q3 Q3 Q4 Q4
Contact Contact Investment Investment

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Q1 (Quality) 0.92*** 0.95*** 0.12*** 0.11***

(0.03) (0.08) (0.00) (0.01)
Q2 (Availability) 0.18*** 0.34*** 0.01 0.02

(0.03) (0.11) (0.01) (0.02)
Q5 (Risk) 0.17** -0.03**

(0.07) (0.01)

Investor FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,184 176 1,154 176
R-squared 0.79 0.71 0.69 0.66

Notes. This table reports the regression results about how investors’ mechanism evaluations correlate with their decision
evaluations. The dependent variables of columns (1) and (2) are investors’ contact interest evaluations. The dependent variables
of columns (3) and (4) are investors’ investment interest evaluations. Q1 (Quality) is the startup’s quality evaluation results,
Q2 (Availability) is the startup’s availability evaluation results, and Q5 (Risk) is the startup’s risk evaluation results. All the
regressions add the investor fixed effect. Standard errors in parentheses are robust standard errors. ***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05,
*p < 0.1
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Figure B10: Effect of Startup’s ESG Characteristics across the Quality Rating Distribution

Notes: This figure demonstrates the effect of startup’s ESG characteristics across the quality rating distribution
using the profiles evaluated. Quality is measured by Q1 (“quality” evaluations). Panel A and B use all the pro-
files evaluated, and Panel C and D only use the second half profiles of the IRR Experiment, which potentially
have less noises. Panel A and C provide the empirical CDF for startup’s ESG of investors’ quality rating (i.e.
Pr(Quality Evaluation Rating > x|ESG Startups) and Pr(Quality Evaluation Rating > x|Profit-driven Startups)).
Panel B and D provide the OLS coefficient estimates (i.e. Pr(Quality Evaluation Rating > x|ESG Startups) −
Pr(Quality Evaluation Rating > x|Profit-driven Startups)) and the corresponding 95% confidence level.
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Figure B11: Instruction Page (Version 2)
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Figure B12: Randomly Generated Startup Profile
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Figure B13: Evaluation Questions (Part 1)
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Figure B14: Evaluation Questions (Part 2)
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Figure B15: Recruitment Email (Version 1)

Notes. Version 1 provides both matching incentive and monetary incentive to randomly selected 11183 U.S. venture capitalists.
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Figure B16: Recruitment Email (Version 2)

Notes. Version 2 provides only matching incentive to randomly selected 4000 U.S. venture capitalists.
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Figure B17: Recruitment Poster (Version 1)

Notes. Version 1 provides both matching incentive and monetary incentive to randomly selected 11183 U.S. venture capitalists.
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Figure B18: Recruitment Poster (Version 2)

Notes. Version 2 provides only matching incentive to randomly selected 4000 U.S. venture capitalists.
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